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music education in the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints

HAROLD LAYCOCK

how does music fit in to the mormon way of life what
is its place in latter day saint theology and philosophy in
what directions can it most effectively contribute to the en-
richmentrichment of our daily lives or more significantly what part
should music play in helping the individual on his eternal
journey toward perfection if these questions could be con-
clusivelyclusively answered we would be in possession of a definitive
guiding principle a measuring rod by which we could evaluate
all phases of musical activity whether they pertain to public
worship to the home to the school to recreational programs
and amusements or to the reflective and creative thoughts of
the mind As music educators in the church school system
some of us are vitally concerned with the problem of orient-
ing our efforts as finely as possible in the direction in which
lies the fullest value for us all

however latter day saint theology and philosophy as
far as it has been defdegdefinedined touch only indirectly upon this sub-
ject direct pronouncements by the prophets have been few
we are enjoined to seek after those things which are vir-
tuous lovely or of good report or praiseworthy 1 in the
doctrine and covenants we read

my soul delightethdelighteth in the song of the heart yea the
song of the righteous is a prayer unto me and it shall be
answered with a blessing upon their heads 2

if thou are merry praise the lord with singing with
musicmusic with dancing and with a prayer of praise and thanks-
giving 3

brigham young put his ideas concerning music into the
following words

mr laycock is assistant professor of music at brigham young university
A second paper presenting another point of view will appear in a future

issue of studies
joseph smith jr the pearl of great price p 57
doctrine and covenantscazeCoiecarenants 2512
ibid 13628
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there is no music iinn hell for all good music belongs to
heaven sweet harmonious sounds give exquisite joy to
human beings capable of appreciating music I1 delight in
hearing harmonious tones made by the human voice by
musical instruments and by both combined 4

lacking more specific enlightenment from the scriptures or
from the published words of church leaders we are forced
to assume that a comprehensive blueprint of the role of music
in the eternal plan of salvation so far as it pertains to the
present earthly existence is ours to work out on a more or
less pragmatic basis to assist us in this task we must make
use of the total resourcesresources of the history of mankind s experience
with this art not neglecting the history of musical practice
in the mormon church itself

this practice includes three phases sacred music as used in
worship social and recreational music and music education as
carried on in the schools of the church the first phase has
been treated in studies of latter day saint hymnody by will-
iam wilkes 5 by newell weight 6 and by D sterling wheel-
wright 7 it is the purpose of this paper to describe briefly
some aspects of the other two phases recreational music and
music education recreational music of theearlythe early history of the
church will be considered first however the principal em-
phasis will be upon musical practices related to a neglected
area of mormon educational history the period of the church
academies

joseph smith s philosophy concerning music and recrea-
tion is expressed in his own words what many people call
sin is not sin I1 do many things to break down superstition
and I1 will break it down 8 he did not regard dancing or music
as being sinful pleasures but gave wholesome recreation of
this kind a respected place in community life B H roberts

4john A widtsoeWidtsoe compiler discourses of brighamBrig jam young salt lake city
deseret book co c 1925 v 9 p 244

william L wilkes jr borrowed music in mormon hymnalsHymnals un-
published phd dissertation university of southern california 1957

newell B weight an historical study of the origin and character of
indigenous hymn tunes of the latter day saints unpublished DMA disser-
tation university of southern california 1961

D sterling wheelwright the role of hymnody in the development of
the latter day saintmovementSaint Movement unpublished phd dissertation university of
maryland 1943

joseph smith jr documentary history of the church salt lake city
deseret book co 1925 iiv445
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one of the foremost historians of the church describes joseph
smith s attitude in these terms

the result of these views of the prophet has been to
enlarge the liberty of the saints in many respects to remove
the somber hues supposed to be essential to a religious life
and more especially inin the manner of innocent amusements
in things not harmful or sinful in themselves but only in
their abuse the ban was by him largely removed leading
to a wider social life and greater freedom of enjoyment
until the violin isis not regarded by the saints as an instru-
ment of satan nor the ball room when properly safeguarded
as the antechamber of hades nor the theater as the broad
highway to damnation hence the enjoyment of these innocent
amusements and pleasures was allowed to the saints by the
prophet and by the church since his day to the scandal
perhaps of some sections of orthodox christendom sicajasic9j7r9ra

joseph smith encouraged musical organizations of both
religious and recreational types during the early days of the
church in nauvoo he supported a quadrille band which fre-
quently played for dancing 10 at least two other bands a mar-
tial band and william pitt s nauvoo brass band an orches-
tra and several choirs of mixed voices musical instruments
in the homes at nauvoo included several melodeonsmelodeons three
organs and two pianos two of the latter instruments were
brought to salt lake valley with the 1948 migration duets
and quartets of flutes and violins were known in nauvoo 11

music of all kinds affected the lives of the early latter
day saints austin fife has described a distinctive body of
mormon folksong according to wilkes 12 wheelwright views
the hymnody of the mormonscormons as a potent social influence dur-
ing the rise of the church 13 recreational music played an im-
portant part in the westward migration and the early colonizing
of the salt lake valley and other localities formal music
study was initiated at the university of nauvoo but that city
was abandoned before the institution could develop its po-
tentialitiestertialtential itiesaties

brigham H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints century 1I vol ii salt lake city deseret news
press 1930 p 359

susa young gates and leah D widtsoeWidtsoe the life story of brigham
young new york macmillan co 1930 p 242

wheelwright op cit p 65
12wilkes12wilkes op cit p 32

wheelwright op cit
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brigham young was forbidden to enjoy secular music in
his boyhood home however he was not without the influence
of music his daughter susa young gates reported

father was a natural musician his mother abigail
howe one of the famous massachusetts howe family was
one of five sisters who were locally quite famous as singers
inin northboroNorthboro and hopkintonhopkinsonHopkinton mass 14

brigham young s association with joseph smith undoubtedly
contributed to his liberal and favorable attitude toward music
which characterized his life5liferlifee

the curwen tonic solsoisolfafa method of teaching music
reading was introduced by brigham young into his own private
school at salt lake city in 1861 materials were brought di-
rectly from england and david 0 calder was put in charge
of the instruction which was to be a model for music teaching
in all the schools of the territory 16

music of lighter vein was sponsored in the social hall
dedicated january 1 1853 with what was described as an

exceptionally fine orchestra 17 and in the salt lake theater
opened by brigham young in 1862 the mormon leader

has been described by a well known drama historian as the
founder of the little theater movement in america 18 bands
were important parts of community life in the west organized
by leaders such as domenico ballou a former band leader
at west point congregational singing was regularly a part
of church services and trained musicians were always included
in colonizing parties sent to different localities of the church 19

pianos or organs were found in many of the homes of the
people of early utah 20

singing schools were popular in the territory as they
were in the eastern states wheelwright alludes to a highly

journal history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city church historian s office november 20 1915

gates op atcitcirciz ppap 239240239 240
deseret news salt lake city december 12 1860
george D pyper the romance of an old playhouse salt lake city

deseret news press 1937 p 49 this book gives a detailed account of early
musical and dramatic accomplishments in salt lake see also martha T cook

pioneer bands and orchestras of salt lake city unpublished master s thesis
brigham young university 1938

kenneth macgowan footlights across america new york harcourt
brace & co 1929 ppap 434443 44

gates op cit ppap 244245244 245
wheelwright op cit p 158
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successful one held in springvilleSpringville during the winter of 1854-
55 in which nearly all the people in town young and old
turned out to be instructed 12121

the last half of the nineteenth century saw a great im-
provementprovement in the cultural level of music in utah due largely
to the influence of a number of well trained musicians who
joined the church in the british isles and emigrated to salt
lake city david 0 calder was a pioneer in singing class
instruction about 1861 using the tonic solfasol fa method he
later went into the musical instrument business through which
he supplied a large share of the instruments used in salt lake
city charles J thomas who came to utah in 1862 directed
the first orchestra of the salt lake theater and also the tabe-
rnacle choir A few years later he was sent to st george
utah for the specific purpose of raising the level of musical
culture there john tullidge who arrived in 1863 was the
first trained music critic of the city he did much to raise mus-
ical taste in utah As a conductor he achieved a fair amount
of success performing parts of haydn s creation in 1864
george careless a graduate of london s royal academy came
to utah in 1864 wherehewhererewhere he conducted both the theater orch-
estra and the tabernacle choir he was responsible for the
first salt lake performance of the messiah and composed
music for many musical plays that came to the theater as well
as numerous hymns still in use by the church 22

this list could be expanded by the addition of a number
of important locally trained musicians among them ebeneezer
beesley evan stephens and joseph J daynes all of whom
played active roles in the development of artistic music in
the valley before 1900

the files of the deseret news prior to the turn of the
century contain numerous references to band concerts choral
festivals operas and oratorios which suggest an active musi-
cal center dr albert E winship a distinguished educator
from boston who was one of the early guiding spirits of the
NEA was quoted in the deseret news of july 15 1913 in
regard to the musical culture of salt lake city today one
little county in utah has in the world s arena some of the
best artists sculptors singers and instrumentalists in america

21 21ibidibid p 155
22howard swan music inin the southwest 182519501825 1950 san marino calif

the huntington library 1952 p 54
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more probably than any other state of ten times its popula-
tion 1232

the city was a natural stopping place for touring artists
and companies on their way to san francisco providing a rich
offering of topflighttop flight concert fare in addition to the home
produced variety opera was frequently found on the bill of
the salt lake theater during this period 24 an article in the
millennial star of june 23 1890 lists some of the artists who
had appeared there parepa rosa schalchi gerster emma
thursby kellogg cary marie roze juch abbott cam-
panini trebellitrebellaTrebelli tagliapietra joseffy wilhelmj musin and
others the chicago symphony orchestra presented a mem-
orable concert in the tabernacle inin april 1907 2521

this cultural climate was not confined to salt lake city
but was felt in the surrounding areas st george in southern
utah developed into a focal point for musical activity toward
the end of the century and continued to be important for
decades to follow 21 widespread improvement in the vocal
music of local church organizations resulted from the work of
the tabernacle choir as noted by karl G maeser in 1897

our public school sunday schools primaries and
mutual improvement associations are putting forth praise-
worthy efforts inin giving vocal musicmusic sufficient attention to
popularize it more and more the progress which congre-
gationalgational singing especially when led and assisted by a well
trained choir isis making inin our worshippingworshipping assemblies is
also a step inin the right direction the impetus which the
celebrated tabernacle choir of salt lake city is giving is
felt already to a greater or less extent throughout all the
stakes of zion wo man singtsindt da lass dich ruhig nieder
boese menschenhenschenMenschen haben kein lied these words of schiller
are like milestones on the road to happiness flowers at the
windows and songs around the hearth are the ensigns of
contented homes 27

the vital part played by music in the lives of the early
mormonscormons was reflected inin educational thought and practice

2deseretdeseret news july 15 1913
21 pyper op circitclrat

2deseretdeseret news april 13 1907
2reedbreedreed paul thompson eighty years of music in st george utah 1861-

1941 unpublished master s thesis brigham young university 1952
27karlgkarlxg maeser school and fireside salt lake city skelton and co

1898898 p 333
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according to joseph smith the kirtland adult schools gave
music a prominent place

during the winter of 1837 the house of the lord at
kirtland was filled to overflowing with attentive hearers
mostly communicants and in the evenings the singers met
under the direction of elders lyman carter and jonathan
crosby jr who gave instructions inin the principles of vocal
music 28

shortly after the founding of the university of nauvoo a
petition was presented to the board of regents by the mem-
bers of the nauvoo choir asking for a professor and wardens
in the department of music in the university of the city of
nauvoo to act as a board for regulating music instruction in
the city s four elementary schools 18411841 the professor and
four wardens were duly appointed 29 later in the same year
lowell mason s manual of instruction 1834 and porter s

cyclopedia of music were adopted by the lyceum of music
as texts for the examination of teachers in the elements and
more advanced phases of music 30 lowell mason s popular
carmina sacra 084418411841 was also used in the university 31

music instruction therefore became a part of the curriculum
for the elementary schools of nauvoo just three years after
being adopted in boston s public schools through the efforts
of lowell mason 32 had the city of nauvoo not been vacated
by the mormonscormons because of religious persecution this city of
20000 inhabitants probably would have been honored as one
of the pioneer cities in the development of music education
in the united states

music instruction was not neglected by the saints after
their emigration to utah special mention is made of music
teaching in such institutions as the deseret philharmonic so-
ciety 1855 devoted to vocal and instrumental music 33 and
the polysophicalPoly sophical academy 1858 with courses in music on
the high school level 34

joseph smith documentary history 1I 474
times and seasons nauvoo 111.111iiiili vol iii p 653
ibid p 666
wilkes op cit p 31

12edward bailey birge history of public school music in the united states
bryn mawr oliver ditson co 1937 p 53

33jJ C moffitt the history of public education in utah apnp 1946
p 2277

kate B carter compiler heart throbs of the west salt lake city
daughters of the utah pioneers 1940 vol ii p 119
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not long after the general church board of education
was organized in 1888 a circular was issued may 1899
which established a board of examiners for certification of
teachers in the church school system curricula were listed
for the various departments which specified vocal music in
the primary preparatory and intermediate departments spec-
ial care was urged in procuring competent music teachers be-
cause of the great importance of music in the schools 35

the true place of music in the educational philosophy of
the church can best be determined by looking into the fruits
of this philosophy the actual practice in regard to music edu-
cation in the church schools

recent researchresearch3636 has disclosed that during the period 1876
to 1926 the mormon church always active in educational
fields because of its basic assumption that educative exper-
ience is the mainmalnmainmaln purpose of man s life on earth had sponsored
a total of thirty one seminaries elementary schools and
thirty three academies secondary schools in the wards and
stakes of its territory this area included seven western states
utah idaho wyoming colorado nevada arizona and

texas I1 and in canada and mexico
the majority of these sixty four schools did not survive

later than 1900 because of financial problems and because of
the development of public elementary schools twenty two
of the academies however continued to thrive during the early
twentieth century they constituted the only high schools in
many mormon areas until after 1911 between 1912 and
1926 as public high schools developed all but one of the
academies were either closed or converted to normal colleges
and the church provided religious education for its youth
through theological seminaries established in connection with
public high schools

the twenty two academies were located as follows in
utah brigham young academy at provo brigham young
college at logan latter day saints college at salt lake city
dixie academy at st george snow academy at ephraim
weber academy at ogden millard academy at hinckley
murdock academy at beaver summit academy at coalvilleCoalville

circular no 4 of the general board of education of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city 1915 p 15

harold R laycock A history of music in the academies of the latter
day saint church 187619261876 1926 unpublished DMA dissertation university
of southern california 1961
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emery academy at castle dale and uintah academy at ver-
nal in idaho fielding academy at paris oneida academy at
preston ricks academy at rexburgredburgRexburg and cassia academy at
oakley in arizona snowflake academy at snowflake st
johns academy at st johns and gila academy at thatcher
in wyoming big horn academy at cowley in colorado san
luis academy at manassa in canada knight academy at ray-
mond alberta in mexico juarez academy at colonia juarez

it was found that in terms of curricular development the
history of the church academies could be divided into three
periods during the first period roughly from 1875 to 1900
the emphasis was upon elementary work including vocal music
with a limited amount of academic and normal work on the
secondary level vocal musicmusic was required for normal courses
and was elective for the academic courses choirs were usually
included inin these schools using the vocal music class as a
nucleus and in isolated cases a band or dance orchestra was
found associated with the school on an extracurricularextra curricular basis
during the second period roughly from 1900 to 1910 or later
the academies offered three and four year secondary courses
of a diversified terminal nature including special music
courses which granted diplomas for church choristerscho risters and or-
ganistsganistsganiatsts or for music teachers in church and public schools
the music courses developed into rich offerings in theoretical
vocal choral and instrumental music which prepared per-
formers teachers and consumers for vocations or avocations
in music during the earliest part of this period were laid
the foundations for choral orchestral and band organizations
which were later developed into a total musical offering by
the church schools which was proportionately much stronger
than that of the state high schools during the final period
after 1910 specialized courses were gradually reduced or
eliminated by the academies in favor of standard high school
courses academic and normal with musicmusic serving as an elective
for all students while choral ensembles remained stable in
size their growth inin proficiency made possible an extensive
program of operetta and oratorio production bands were
greatly stimulated by the first world war developing into bet
ter balanced disciplined organizations orchestral musicians
found vocational opportunities attractive because of the mo-
tion picture theater orchestras emerged from the early status
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of opera orchestras to become independent organizations some-
times approaching symphonic proportions glee clubs small
vocal ensembles instrumental groups music clubs public ser-
vice departments and sponsored concerts by imported artists
were typical features of academy music departments after 1910
this period came to a close in 1926 when all of the academies
not connected with college departments were discontinued by
the church of those in utah four became public high schools

noteworthy among the many features of the music pro-
grams of the academies was the great popularity of operettasoperettas
the early development of special music courses and instru-
mental organizations and the high caliber of training attained
by the music teachers

choirs were established in the academies as they were
founded or at least as they added academic departments As
special music teachers were brought into the schools the qual-
ity of the choral performances improved and secular concert
music was added to the choral repertoire concerts featuring
oratorios and cantatascantatas as well as shorter works developed
along with annual light opera performances in many of the
schools the later activities involved community cooperation
and were frequently taken on tour to nearby localities they
were often successful financial ventures and provided welcome
cultural opportunities and entertainment for the students and
townspeople associated with them glee clubs and smaller
vocal ensembles became more prominent after 1910

the development of music courses and organizations in
the academies closely paralleled the national and regional
trends reported by birge 37 certain exceptions were found
however credit for piano and other private lessons was al-
lowed in a very few of the academies at a considerably earlier
date than 1960 the average date of the introduction of aca-
demic credit according to birge the LDS college the
BY academy and the st joseph academy had organized
special music courses on the high school level before the year
1902 when according to the same author the new england
education league first drew up a major music course for high
schools

high school orchestras on an extracurricularextra curricular plan be-
came general in the midwestmid west by 1900 and spread to the

birge op cit
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west by 1910 with credit generally allowed by 1915 orch-
estras in the church academies were generally started later
than those in the first category but in advance of the 1910
movement there were at least eight academy orchestras four
with credit by 1905 and at least fifteen by 1910 in many
of the academies however academic credit did not accompany
orchestral participation until rather later than the date set by
birge

in one area however the church academies were consid-
erably in advance of the national trend according to birge
high school bands began to appear generally about 1910 the
twenty two academies had organized at least seven bands be-
fore 1905 and fifteen by 1910

band instruction had been instituted by albert miller at
BYBY academy in 1901 growing to a large scale operation
with four band classes by 1905 and carrying academic credit
from the beginning accredited band instruction was listed in
the catalog of courses for murdock academy in 1901 but was
omitted from the catalog for the following year and it is not
known if such a course was actually taught there before 1905
W 0 robinson who had studied music at LDS college in
salt lake city organized a twenty one piece band at BY col-
lege in 1902 with credit allowed by 1903 one of miller s
pupils john T hand organized the first band at emery stake
academy in 1904 also with academic credit the town band
of juarez was taken over by the juarez academy somewhere
around 1903 but it was not determined when credit was first
given in 1903 there was a fifteen piece band at LDS col-
lege as shown in a photograph in the 1904051904 05 announcement
of courses the instructor whose name was not mentioned
might have been either arthur shepherd or theodore best
credit for band was given at that school in 1907 when pro-
fessor kellersbergerKellersberger organized a twentyfivetwenty five piece group he
organized two band classes in 1908 bands were taught for
credit in 1905 at snow academy under frank christensen and
at murdock academy under george woodhouse

one factor in the early development of school bands in
the church schools was the precedent of widespread town
band activity in the mormon settlements which began as far
back as nauvoo another was the migration to utah of trained
bandsmenbandsmanbandsmen such as albert miller robert sauer and others
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from germany the scandinavian countries and england the
fact that the average age of academy students was greater
than that of the average public high school student must also
be considered

music teachers for the academies were recruited from mor-
mon immigrants who had been trained in english and con-
tinentaltinental music schools from talented local residents from
graduates of the music schools at BYU and LDS college
and in later years from the ranks of conservatory trained or
university trained mormon musicians certification was obtain-
ed through examinations by the church board of examiners
or through a music diploma from one of the established special
music courses in the academies in later years normal col-
leges established by the church were the means of meeting
church and state requirements in this matter certification
requirements of church music teachers were always at least
equal to those of public high school music teachers of utah

data concerning their musical training were obtained for
nearly half of the 237 persons identified as music teachers
in the academies before 1926 of these 116 individuals forty
seven had attended BYU over half had received training at
european and american music conservatoriesconservatories nineteen of them
at new england conservatory thirty six had been trained in
colleges and universities and another fifteen had obtained
their musical educations by way of private instruction from
well known artist teachers

the average continuous term of employment served by
music teachers was about three years many served oneyearone year
tenures and a few remained at the same school for long per-
iods ranging up to twenty one years those with longer per-
iods of tenure were notably successful music teachers salaries
received by regular music teachers were about the same as far
as could be determined as those received by teachers of other
subjects they were allowed to keep private instruction fees
in addition to their salaries those whose entire load consisted
of private lessons were paid no additional salary

the foregoing have been a few highlights from what has
proved to be a fascinating study there are many phases of
the early church school system that have not as yet been
touched by research it is to be hoped that they will soon be
brought to light that we might enjoy the benefits of past ex-
perienceperience in plotting our course for the future



leonardo da vinci tioneergeologistpioneer geologist
DANIEL j JONES

introduction
the fame of leonardo da vinci as one of the greatest

minds of the renaissance indeed of all time is well known
to scholars in many fields artists are familiar with his paint-
ing and sculpture architects and engineers have marveled at
his designs for churches basilicasbasilicaebasili cas etc and students of mechan-
ical aeronautical and civil engineering are familiar with his
many inventions and mechanical devices including the airplane
helicopter parachute screw propeller lathe drill press pile
driver and many others students of medicine and anatomy
have studied carefully his anatomical drawings and notes and
realize his many contributions to our knowledge of the human
body

his brilliant contributions to the science of geology are
less well known however although they are contained in his
many notebooks in a great profusion of observations measure-
ments and brilliant deductions concerning such diverse subjects
as the origin of fossils the true nature of sedimentary rocks
containing marinemarine organisms the laws of hydrology the origin
of sediments and the nature of internal earth forces

it is therefore the purpose of the present writer to call the
attention of earth scientists to a few of the many concepts and
principles of geology which were first described by da vinci

brief biography of da vinci
in order to understand the background of leonardo s in-

tense interest in the earth andangand its processes one must be aware
of some essentials of leonardo s life story he was born in
the village of vinci near florence in 1452 and was appren-
ticed in his school years to the painter verocchiorocchioverecchioVe after seven
years of training he began his own career in painting in the
early 1480 s he entered the service of the duke of milan
whom he served as court painter architect military adviser

dr jones is professor of geology at the university of utah

119
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and engineer when the french seized milan da vinci re-
turned to florence where he resumed his painting and sculp-
ture he later returned to serve the french king as military
engineer architect and court painter following another so-
journ in florence and in rome where he joined raphael and
michaelangelo in a reconstruction of st peter s church and
the vatican he again returned to france at the invitation of
francis 1I the french monarch was so pleased with leonardo
and his many talents that he gave him a chateau near amboisamboise
where leonardo lived until his death in 1519

it was during his service in the court at milan while de-
vising canals dams and fortifications along the river arno
and its tributariestributaries that his intense interest in hydrology sed-
imentation and geology grew and flourished his apprecia-
tion of terrain from both an engineering and a military point
of view led him to the intensive observations and studies which
constitute much of his writings on geology

the da vinci manuscripts
during his long and active career davinci wrote prolific-

ally in a series of notebooks miscellaneous manuscripts and
letters which were returned to a friend in milan who during
his lifetime guarded them as relics however on the death
of da vinci s friend they soon became scattered in subse-
quent years two collections were assembled by donation and
purchase one at the ambrosiana library in milan the other
at the institute de france inin paris where they now rest
other manuscripts are in the british museum windsor castle
the south kensington library of art and science Holkhoikholkhamholkhainhookhamhain
hall and the treatise on painting rests in the vatican library
inin rome

while da vinci s fame as painter and sculptor spread over
the world during his life and after his death his contributions
to science remained hidden because of the apparent illegibility
and undecipherable nature of his writings

thanks however to the painstaking work of the german
scholars richter and miiller waldewaide who patiently deciphered
the so called mirror writing of the master s manuscripts da
vinci actually wrote backwards for secrecy s sake and to the
british scholar edward maccurdy the wealth of da vinci s
scientific discoveries his inventive genius and his almost un
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canny grasp of the function of the natural world around him
is now available for all to read and to ponder with amaze-
ment a rich treasure of observations experiments deductions
and conclusions which establish leonardo da vinci as one of
the great scientific geniuses of the world

in 1952 on the 500th anniversary of the birth of da vinci
scientists from many parts of the world gathered at illinois
southern university to acclaim his genius and to honor him
for his discoveries in virtually all the sciences at this his-
toric meeting hadley 1952 of illinois southern university
said

the ordinary person remembers leonardo chiefly as an
artist and hardly thinks of him as a forerunner of our scien-
tific age hernayhetnayhe may have lived by the brush but his first love
was scientific research and he preferred to be known as an
inventor

prior to leonardo most of the experimenters were al
chemists and these had degenerated into mere hunters for a
way to transmute lead into gold

he kept his discoveries to himself by his mirror script
hence he did not suffer the fate of many pioneers it has
been left for recent generations to pay him tardy tribute and
justice as an inventor as the originator of the scientific
method

it is from the english translation of da vinci s notebooks
published in 1939 by edward maccurdy and arranged by sub-
ject that the present writer has selected those passages which
reveal the pioneering researches which entitle leonardo to be
called the father of modern geology

this paper will consider the writings of leonardo da vinci
on the specific subjects of fossils processes of sedimentation
stream erosion and the history of valleys and on internal earth
forces notably the principle of isostasy or adjustment between
continents and ocean basins

da vinci on the matuinaturenatuie of fossils
As in many of the branches of natural science which com-

manded his attention da vinci rediscovered or restated many
of the observations and concepts of the greek natural histor-
ians including aristotle theophrastusTheoph rastus and xenophanesXenophanes

this is particularly true of his writing on the nature of
fossils xenophanesXenophanes 540 BC noted that sea shells found
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in and on the sides of mountains were proof that the sea can
dissolve earth when theymixthey mixmix aristotle had seen fossil fishes
in rocks of many localities but he assumed that they lived
there his pupil anaximander assumed that these strange ob-
jects grew in the rocks from eggs left by fishes which had
travelled long distances from the sea strabo 7 BC wrote
that the elevation of the land by internal fires had caused
mountains to rise out of the sea hence the reason for shells
being present on the sides of mountains

since it was the authoritative writings of aristotle on
science and the natural world which became frozen into the
dogma of the medieval christian church no true idea of the
origin and nature of fossils was preserved in ecclesiaticalecclesiasticalecclesia tical
dogma in the middle ages several interesting concepts were
extant concerning the nature of fossils for they were treated
as individual loose rocks or stones and not as a part of the
masses of lithifiedlithified rock from which they had been weathered
out some believed that these odd shaped stones such as
shark s teeth fossil coralscorald belemnites etc were formed in
place by heavenly powers and were endowed with magical
powers these were grouped together with odd shaped peb-
bles geodesceodes concretions and mineral crystals and were sought
for their supposedly curative powers or for their magic in
warding off spells evil spirits etc some writers even believed
that piles of fossils in layers were imperfect results of the
attempt of the divine creator to make man

at the close of the middle ages and the beginning of the
renaissance in italy the majority of scholars recognized the
similarity of the fossil shells to modern forms but sought to
explain their presence in layers on the sides of the mountains
of italy as vestiges of the great noachian deluge

in 1508 da vinci wrote the following concerning the
deluge concept of the origin of these peculiar remains

of the bones of fishes found in those that have been petri-
fied

all the creatures that have their bones within their skin
on being covered over by the mud from the inundation of
rivers which have left their accustomed beds and are at
once enclosed inin a mould by this mud and so in the course
of time as the channels of the rivers become lower these
creatures being embedded and shut in within the mud and
the flesh and organs being worn away and only the bones
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remaining and even these having lost their natural order
or arrangement they have fallen down into the base of the
mould which has been formed by their impress and as the
mud becomes lifted up above the level of the stream the
mud runs away so that it dries and becomes first a sticky paste
and then changes into stone enclosing whatsoever it finds
within itself and itself filling up every cavity and finding
the hollow part of the mould formed by these creatures it
percolates gradually through the tiny crevices in the earth
through which the air that is within escapes away that isis
laterally since it cannot escape upward since there the crev-
ices are filled up with the moisture descending into the cav-
ity nor can it escape downward because the moisture which
has already fallen has closed up the crevicescrevices there remain
the openings at the side whence this air condensed and
pressed down by the moisture which descends escapes with
the same slow rate of progress as that of the moisture which
descends there and this paste as it dries becomes stone which
is devoid of weight and preserves the exact shapes of the
creatures which have there made the mould and encloses
their bones within it

he continues with the following explanation of the origin
of sedimentary rocks and how fossils become preserved in
them

when nature is on the point of creating stones it pro-
duces a kind of sticky paste which as it dries forms itself
into a solid mass together with whatever it has enclosed
there which however it does not change to stone but pre-
serves within itself inin the form inin which it has found them
this is why leaves are found whole within the rocks which
are produced at the bases of mountains together with a
mixture of different kinds of things just as they have been
left there by the floods from the riversrivers which have occurred
in the autumn season and there the mud caused by the
successivesuccessive inundations have covered them over and then
this mud grows into one mass together with the aforesaid
paste and becomes changed into successive layers of stone
which correspond with the layers of the mud

and if you wish to say that the shells are produced by
nature in these mountains by means of the influence of the
stars in what way will you show that this influence pro-
duces inin the very same place shells of various sizes and vary-
ing inin age and of different kinds

and how will you account for the very great number of
different kinds of leaves embedded inin the high rocks of these
mountains and for the algae the seaweed which isis found
lying intermingled with the shells and the sand
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and in the same way you will see all kinds of petrified
things together with ocean crabs broken in pieces and
separated and mixed with their shells

concerning the then prevalent idea that layers of fossil
shells were vestiges of the flood of noah da vinci wrote

if you should say that the shells which are visible at
the present time within the borders of italy far away from
the sea and at great heights are due to the flood having
deposited them there I1 reply that granting this flood to
have risen seven cubitscubias above the highest mountain as he
has written who has measured it these shells which always
inhabit near the shores of the sea ought to be found lying on
the mountain sides and notatnoratnot at so short a distance above their
bases and all at the same level layer upon layer

should you say also that the nature of these shells
causes them to keep near the edge of the sea and that as
the sea rose in height the shells left their former place and
followed the rising waters up to their highest level to this I1
reply that in forty days the shells cannot travel so far that
the cockle is a creature incapable when out of water of more
rapid movement than that of the snail or is even somewhat
slower since it does not swim but makes a furrow in the
sand and supporting itself by means of the sides of the
furrow will travel between 3 and 4 braccia arm s length
in a day and therefore with such a rate of motion it would
not have traveled from the adriatic sea as far as mon-
ferrato in lombardy a distance of two hundred and fifty
miles in forty days as he has said who kept a record of the
time

and if you say that the waves carried them there they
could not move by reason of their weight except on their
base and if you do not grant me this at any rate allow
that they must have remained on the tops of the highest
mountains and in the lakes which are shut in among the
mountains such as the lake of lario or como and lake
maggiore and others

if you should say that the shells were empty and dead
when carried by the waves I1 reply that where the dead ones
went the living were not far distant and in these mountains
are found all living ones for they are known by the shells
being in pairs and by their being in a row without any
dead and a little higher up isis the place whewherere all the dead
with their shells separated have been cast up by the waves

and if the shells had been in the turbid water of a
deluge they would be found mixed up and separated one
from another amid the mud and not in regular rows in
layers as we see them in our own times
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leonardo s keen observations on the differences between
shells which grew inm situ and those transported some distance
from their point of origin led him to these observations

As for those who say that these shells are found to exist
over a wide area having been created at a distance from the
sea by the nature of the locality and the disposition of the
heavens which moves and influences the place to such a
creation of animal life to these it may be answered that
granted such an influence over these animals it could not
happen that they were in one line except in the case of an-
imals of one species and of one age and not the old with
the young nor one with an outer covering and another with-
out its covering nor one broken and another whole one
filled with sea sand and the fragments great and small of
others inside the whole shells which stand gaping open nor
the claws of crabs without the rest of their bodies nor with
the shells of other species fastened on them like animals
crawling over them and leaving the mark of their track on
the outside where it has eaten its way like a worm in wood
nor would there be found among them bones andani fishes teeth
which some call arrows and others serpent s tongues nor
would so many parts of different animals be found joined
together unless they had been thrown up there upon the
borders of the sea

and the flood would not have carried them there be-
cause things which are heavier than water do not float and
the aforesaid things could not be at such heights unless they
had been carried there floating on the waves and that is
impossible on account of their weight

where the valleys have never been covered by the salt
waters of the sea there the shells have never been found

da vinci on streams sediments and the sea
his many projects involving plans for defense of the city

of milan for canals irrigation ditches and bridges led da
vinci to a great study of streams their valleys and the sed-
iment they carried to the sea much of this study he incorpor-
ated into his treatise on water

on the nature of streams and their flow he recognized the
now accepted laws of stream velocity the relationship between
gradient and velocity the gradual aging and meandering of
streams and the stream erosion cycle the following quota-
tions will illustrate these discoveries

where the channel of the river is more sloping the
water has a swifter current and where the water is swifter
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it wears the beds of its river more away and deepens it more
and causes the same quantity of water to occupy less space

where the water is most rapid it wears away most the
bed on which it rubs where the water is most shut in it
becomes most rapid and in its passage wears away its bed
most

and the bed offers more resistance this is why it moves
more on the surface than at the bottom

the farther water is away from its bed the freer will it
be in its natural movement

all the movements of streams of water which are equal
in depth and declivity will be more swift at the surface than
at the bottom and more at the center than at the sides

the shorter the course of the rivers the greater will be
their speed and also conversely it will be slower in propor-
tion as their course is longer

every valley has been made by its river and the propor-
tion between valleys is the same as that between rivers

the windings which the rivers make through their val-
leys as they leap back from one mountain to another cause
the bank to form curves and these curves move with the
current of the water and in course of time seek out the whole
valley unless they are checked by the fact of it becoming in-
creased in length and diminished in breadth

the progress of the water is swifter when it falls at a
greater angle

among straight rivers which occur in land of the same
character with the same abundance of water and with equal
breadth length depth and declivity of course that will be
the slower which is the more ancient this may be proved
with straight rivers that will be most winding which isis the
oldest and that which winds will become slower as it acquires
greater length

valleys grow wider with the progress of time their
depth undergoes but little increase because the rains bring
as much soil to the valley almost as the river washes away
and in some parts more in others less

the sharp bends made in the enbankmentsembankments of rivers are
destroyed in the great floods of the rivers because the maxi-
mum current drives the water in a straight course but as
this diminishes it resumesresumes its winding course during which
it is being continually diverted from one bank to another
and as it grows less the enbankmentembankment of the river becomes
hollowed out

the lowest parts of the world are the seas where all
the riversrivers run the river never ceases in its movement until
it reaches the sea the sea therefore is the lowest part of
the world
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he made an amazing series of observations on the laws
governing the transportation and deposition of sediments vir-
tually all of which were later rediscovered and accepted by all
students of sedimentation

the streams of rivers move different kinds of matter
which are of varying degrees of gravity and ttheyheyareheyardare moved
farther from their position in proportion as they are lighter
and will remain nearer to bottom in proportion as they are
heavier and will be carried a greater distance when driven
by waterwafer of greater power

he recognized the nature of gravels and conglomerates
shingle and the reason forthefor the roundness as resulting from

transportation along the bottom of the stream

and how will you explain to me the fact of the shingle
pebbles being struck together and lying in layers at differ-

ent altitudes upon the high mountains for there is to be
found shingle from divers parts carried from variousvarious coun-
tries to the same spot by the rivers in their course and
this shingle is nothing but pieces of stone which have lost
their sharp edges from having been rolled over and over for
a long time and from the variousvarious blows and falls which
they hahaveve metinet with during the passage oftheodtheof the waters which
brought them to thisthithls spot

when a river flows out from amongmountainsamong mountains it de7deade-
posits a great quantity of large stones in its gravelly bed and
these stones still retain some part of their angles and sides
and as itif proceeds on its course it carries with it the lesser
stones with angles more worn away and so the large stones
become smaller and farther on it deposits first coarse and
then fine gravel and after this big and then small shingle
and after this follows sand at first coarse and then finefihe
and thus continuing the water turbid with shingle and sand
reaches the sea

or by the constant action of waves along the shore pounding
at the rocks

all the outlets of the waters which proceed from the
mountain to the sseaea carry stones from the mountains with
them to the sea and by the backwash of the ocean surges
against their mountains these stones were thrown back to-
wards the mountain and as the waters moved towards the
sea and returned from it the stones turned with them and
as they were rolled back their1heircheir corners struck together and
such parts of them as offered least resistance to the blow
were worn away and made stones without angles of a round
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shape such as are to be seen on the shores of elba and
those remain bigger which are carried the least distance from
their native spot and in like manner the stone becomes
smaller which is transported farther away from the afore-
said spot for in the course of its progress it becomes changed
to fine shingle and then to sand and finally to mud after
the sea had receded from the aforesaid mountains the salt
deposit which it left behind with the other moisture from the
earth formed a compound with the shingle and sand so that
the shingle became changed to rock and the sand to tufa

know that stones are rolled over by water because this
water either surrounds or flows over them if it surrounds
them it meets again beyond them and intersects hollowing
out the soil or sand beyond the stone and this after being
thus laid bare begins to roll of itself and if the water flows
over the stone then after it has done so it falls in the same
line and by the force of its impetus penetrates from the
surface to the base of the other water and gnaws and tugs and
drags away the stone from the opposing obstacles with the re-
sult that this also begins to roll and so continues from place to
place until it traverses the whole river and if a lesser stone
should stand in its path the water uncovers it by the same
process and does the same and in this way stones are rolled
over in the beds of flowing rivers

if the mountains had not remained in great part un-
covered by the waters the courses of the rivers would not
have been able to carry so much mud into the sea as exists
at a great elevation mingled with the animals which have
been enclosed by it

all the things which are lighter than sand will be left
in the lower part of the river underneath the beginning of
the fall of the wave

where the water has the least movement the surface of
the bottom will be of the finest mud or sand

sand and other light objects follow and obey the twists
and turns of the eddies of the water while the large stones
move inin a straight line

turbid water does more harm to the banks than clear
water and more at the base than at the top because it is
heavier and thicker

that part of the sand which is nearest to the impact of
the falling water will be finer that the rest

the large shingle will be farthest away from the blow
where the water has a stronger current the shingle is

larger all the detached shingle will turn its largest side
slantwise against the course of the water

all light things gather together in the center of the
eddies that is at the bottom
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As to the laws governing the capacity of streams of varying
velocity to carry various sizes of particles he writes

that thing which is lighter will be carried farther by
the rivers from the place whence its waters snatched it away
and so that which is heavier will be removed a less distance
from the place at which it was separated that percussion
of the waters carries away more of the bank of rivers which
strikes this bank at more equal angles and so conversely it
will carry away less when the angles are more equal

when the water in the floods commences to find a place
where it can flow it begins with its feeble inundations to
strip and carry away the lightest things and deposits them
where its course becomes feeble then as it grows it carries
away the heavier things such as sand and carries them over
the former things and there leaves them and even through
the water should not increase by the mere fact of its continu-
ance it proceeds by degrees to carry away the things from
the place where it flows but by reason ofif their weight it
cannot carry them so far forward as the firstlighterfirstaighterfirst lighter things
and if it carries away the heavier things it deposits them
proportionately near to the spot from whence it took them

where the river is constricted it will have its bed
stripped bare of earth and the stones or tufa will remain
uncovered by the soil

where the river widens the small stones and the sand
will be deposited

where the river widens considerably there will be dis-
charged the mud or the ooze and bits of timber and other
light things

where the waters separate the sand and ooze will be de-
posited and the bed will be raised in the shape of the half of
a ship inverted

where you find much sand you will at the end of it
inin front or behind shingle or bare tufa

it is not denied that the nile is always turbid as it enters
the egyptian sea and that this turbid condition is due to
the soil which this river carriescarries away continually from the
places through which it passes and this soil never returns
back nor does the sea receive it except just to cast it back on
its shores behold the ocean of sand beyond mount atlas
where it was once covered with salt water

the stratified rocks are created in the vast depths of the
seas because the mud which the storms detach from the sea
coasts is carried out to the deep sea by the recoil of the waves
and after these storms it is deposited on the bottom of the
sea and as no storm can penetrate the sea on account of the
greatareat distance that it is below the surface it lies there mo-
tionlessti and becomes petrified and sometimes it remains in
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the form of white clay which serves for making pots and
thus with blocks set at different angles it is made up of
layers of as many different thicknesses as are the differences
in the storms whether greater or less

da vinci also made the following interesting observation
concerning soil erosion

the rivers make greater deposits of soil when near to
populated districts than they do where there are no inhabi-
tants because in such places the mountains and hills are
being worked upon and the rainsrains wash away the soil that
has been turned up more easily than the hard ground which
is covered with weeds

da vinci on internal earth forces
the observations on fossil shells previously quoted led

da vinci to some brilliant conclusions concerning the great
internal forces which cause the rise of mountains the sinking
of the sea and the elevation of the floor

the shells of oysters and other similar creatures which
are born in the mud of the sea testify to us the change in the
earth round the center of our elements this is proved as fol-
lows the mighty rivers always flow turbid because of the
earth stirred up in them through the friction of their waters
upon their bed and against the banks and this process of
destruction uncovers the tops of the ridges formed by the
layers of these shells which are beddedimbeddedembeddedim in the mud
of the sea where they were born when the salt water covered
thennthemthern and these same ridges were from time to time cov-
ered over by varying thicknesses of mud which had been
brought down to the sea by the rivers in floods of varying
magnitude and in this way the shells remained walled up
and dead beneath this mud which became raised to such a
height that the bed of the sea emerged into theairthe air

and now these beds are of so greatagreat a height that they
have become hills or lofty mountains and the rivers which
wear away the sides of these mountains lay bare the strata of
the shells and so the light surface of the earth is continu-
ally raised and the antipodes draw nearer to the center of
the earth and the ancient beds of the sea become chains of
mountains

careful reading of the following statements from his note-
books clearly indicates to the writer that da vificifirstvinci first con-
ceived the fundamental principle of isioisloisostaticstatic adjustment be-
tween continents and ocean basins the continents rising as
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erosion strips away their masses and transferring this great
weight of sediments to the ocean basins thus depressing them
and forcing the continents even higher it is this important
principle which dutton 1872 re enunciated and named
isostasy on isostasy da vinci commented

the center of the world continually changes its position
in the body of the earth fleeing towards our hemisphere
this is shown by the abovementionedabove mentioned soil which is continu-
ally carried away from the declivities or sides of the moun-
tains and borne to theseasthe seas the more it is carried away from
there the more it becomes lightened and as a consequence
the more it becomes heavy where this soil is deposited by the
ocean waves wherefore it is necessary that such center
changes its position

that part of the surface of any heavy body will become
more distant from the center of its gravity which becomes of
greater lightness

the earth therefore the element by which the rivers
carry away the slopes of the mountains and bear them to the
sea is the place from which such gravity is removed it will
make itself lighter and inin consequence will make itself
more remote from the center of gravity oftheodtheof the earth that is
from the center of the universe which is always concentric
with the center of gravityofgravity of the earth

the summits of the mountains in course of time riserise
continually

because the centre of the natural gravity of the earth
ought to be in the center of the world the earth is always
growing lighter in some part and the part that is lighter
pushes upwards and submerges as much of the opposite part
as is necessary for it to join the center of its aforesaid gravity
to the centre of the world and the sphere of the water keeps
its surface steadily equidistant from the center of the world

conclusion
it is quite obvious from the preceding selection of quo-

tations from the notebooks of leonardo da vinci that his ob-
servationsservations and studies in various aspects of earth processes the
origin of sediments the hydrology of streams and history of
stream valleys and on the true nature of layers of fossils and
their significance in earth history all constitute a remarkable
contribution to the science of the earth

the writer has been able to present only a few of the many
geological contributions of the mastermind of the renaissance
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but it is hoped that enough has been included to warrant his
contention that leonardo da vinci can be accorded the title
of pioneer geologist

much of the value of his early discoveries was of course
lost as they lay fallow for over 300 years in the mass of
illegible mirror writing which constituted the bulk of the
results of his scientific genius and were rediscovered or are
being rediscovered independently by later earth scientists thus
the science of geology hastens to join her sister sciences in a
tardy though justifiable tribute to this great intellect of the
renaissance and to know him as one of the founding fathers
of our sciencescience
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gayler george R the expositor affair prelude to the downfall
of joseph smith the northwest missouri state college studies
XXV february 1961 3153 15

hafen leroy rueben reports from colorado the wildman letters
185918651891861891859 1865186185 edited with introduction and notes by leroy R
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hafen and ann W hafen glendale california A H clarkdarkoark
co 1961

except for the index volume this concludes the hafen s
series the far west and the rockies many of the volumes
are of mormon interest and have been published over the
last several years

harris beth kay the towns of tinticgintic denver sage books 1961
heal thomas henry the autobiography of thomas henry heal

historical background and editing by T earl pardoe npap 1961
hilton lynn M A &ncordanceconcordance of the pearl of great price provo

BYU extension service 1961
jonas frank H 1960 election in utah western political quarterl-

y XIV march 1961 36572365 72
lambert roy G kamas with komets kamas utah summit coun-

ty bee 1960
larson andrew karl I1 was called to dixie salt lake city deseret

news press 1960
leatham louis the joshua salisbury family ann arbor michigan

edwards brothers 1961

leigh rufus wood five hundred utah place names their origin
and significance salt lake city utah state historical society
1961

mauck genevieve powlison the council bluffs story the pal-
impsestimp sest XLIIvimnim september 1961

nelson claron E and fisher irving N land in utah A report on
land status determination present status and land records
salt lake city university of utah bureau of economic and
business research 1961

nibley hugh the myth makers salt lake city bookcraft 1961
nibley hugh the passing of the church church history XXX

june 1961 131154131 154
patton annaleoneAnnaleone D california cormonsmormons by sail and trail salt

lake city deseret book company 1961
pearson glenn L know your religion salt lake city bookcraft

1961

purdy william earl music in mormon culture 183018761830 1876 ann
arbor university microfilms 1960

phd northwestern university 1960
strang james J the diary of james 1 strangstrong edited by mark A

strang east lansing michigan michigan state university 1961

utah education association A century of service salt lake city
utah education association 1961

A history of the utah education association 186019601860 1960
vetterli richard mormonism americanism and politics salt lake

city ensign publications 1961
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wallace irving the twenty seventh wijewife new york simon and
schuster 1961

the story of ann eliza young last wife of the mormon
prophet who divorced her husband to lead in the fight
against the american harem

weeks clyde E jr sagebrush to steel orem 1960
A history of orem utah

williams john daniels the defeat of home rule inm salt lake city
new york rinehart and winston 1960

wormser richard edward battalionBattal hn of saints new york david
mckay 1961

ralph hansen



boy on a bus
ARTA BALLIF

the fragrance of some flowers is stronger after they have
been crushed it is very strong when the flowers are wild
spring jonquils the boy about ten and fat squeezed the half
dozen blooms in his tightly closed fist until petals stems and
leaves were almost pulp he tipped his head down and held
the wilted plants to his nose while he sniffed long and loud
satisfying himself with the perfume the odor was thick and
sweet

the woman beside me said my three boys are rowdy and
wild sometimes I1 nearly go crazy with their noise but when
I1 see a child like that I1 the bus jerked slowed and
came to a station my stop said the woman she staggered
to the door of the lurching bus

A group of gray uniformed youngsters stumbled over each
other and onto the bus there were no seats for them so
they stood and rocked back and forth punching one another
giggling 1 I say stand up straight can t you get off my
toes and stand on your own jolly feet they did not speak
to the child with the jonquils he lifted his head once but
stared crookedly he quickly hid his face again in the limp
blossoms

A woman with a black sealskin coat and white straw hat
who sat by the child spoke softly to him the boy after long
hesitancy answered from america no hungary the
frumpish woman smiled and whispered in his ear he rubbed
the ear with his fist and one which held the flowers and
guessed her homeland once more switzerland he brushed
his forehead with the sticky petals but kept his face to the
floor not france he was sure of that not germany
scotland the maori woman laughed hoarsely said gut-
turallyturally ena hora tatata ta now and waddled to the door marked
exit she stepped down onto the first step paused to at-

tain balance grasped one chrome bar with both hands fell into
the crowd awaiting to ascend and after finally gaining her

137
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equilibrium walked with greatly agitated hips down the foot-
path

the conductor leaned over the sinking head of the child
did you have a nice day at school he asked the lad did

not reply instead he clenched his fingers tighter about the
stems and ever so slightly shifted the white cane which was
inches shorter than man sized he had been holding it with
his left hand all the way from queen street to remueraregueraRemu era

the children looked at the child whose short dark gray
pants would hardly button across his stomach and drew away
from him for a moment they stopped laughing but only for
a moment then with a punch or a shove each one began his
letiet loose fromgrom school tricks the commotion lessened as by
ones by twos by threes they alighted from the bus they
ran away whirling this way and that as the auckland winds
blowing from both the tasman sea and the pacific ocean at
the same time spun the dry leaves in front of them

the conductor bent down again next corner is yours
he said the child cautiously moved his cane the bus came
to a standstill the conductor raised the lad to his feet there
was confusion at the door as always at four thirty in the
afternoon with people rushing to and fro getting on and
off the conductor guided the boy to the opening A woman s
hand and arm pushed through the crowd at the door then
her other arm and hand reached up the steps she took the
child and lifted him out the door through the passengers to
the footpath she was tall not old her hair was blond
natural it hung to her shoulders but it was not untidy

mummy and the boy was smiling mummy I1 got some
flowers for you mummy they smell sweet

she neither smiled nor frowned and she could not be
heard as she took them from his sweaty fingers

she had hold of his handband now they were walking along
the footpath the bus started and they were almost gone
from view

suddenly I1 stopped craning and gazed straight ahead my
hands relaxed their grip on my bag the bus turned a corner
but in the very moment before it did so I1 had seen the tall
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woman and the overweight boy with the crooked eyes skipping
down the hill her long hair blowing backwards his short
white cane twirling in the air the winds because they came
from the seas at the same time had made the boy and the
woman sway giddily but the scent from the crushed flowers
had steadied them foriforgor I1 had heard them both laughing



influence of finnish kalevalaKalevala in the
composition of longfellow 5

s

song of hiawatha
DOUGLAS HARDY

in the summer of 1835 a young american poet arrived in
northern europe intent on seeking out the mysteries of scandi-
navia and in high spirits in anticipation of the romance of
the north 1 but henry wadsworth longfellow soon became
disillusioned his failure to achieve his original objectives can
be attributed largely to his own personality characteristics
which proved to be far from favorable in the european culture
he did not mix well with europeans on the contrary he
was never quite happy unless he was consorting with ameri-
cans and apparently this priggish attitude accompanied him
on subsequent visits 2

despite his personality difficulties and general disillusion-
ment however he nurtured a fond and romantic sentiment
for the countries of the north which lasted for years the
basis for this paper is found in an entry by longfellow in his
journal the date being june 5 1854

I1 am reading with great delight the finnish epic kalevalaKalevala
it is charming

and under the date of june 22 1854 we find

I1 have at length hit upon a plan for a poem upon the ameri-
can indians which seems to me the right one and the only
one it is to weave together their beautiful traditions into
a whole I1 have hit upon a measure too which I1 think the
right and only one for such a theme 3

the growth of this seed of enthusiasm and inspiration
led to the creation of hiawatha an indian epic so successful

mr hardy is a graduate assistant in the english department at brigham
young university

andrew hilen longfellow and scandinavia new haven 1947 p 10
francis gribble henry wadsworthwads worth longfellow putnamsrputnamsPutnams monthly and

the critic I1 february 1907 51617516 17
lijelife of henry wadsworth longfellow ed samuel longfellow boston

1896 p 273
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that only twenty six days after its publication longfellow vic-
toriouslytonous ly made the following entry in his journal under the
date of december 6 IS185518535 5

the publishers are just going to put to press the ninth and
tenth thousand of hiawatha critics may assail as they
please epplieppuieppur sisl murvemuovenjuov644

from the date of publication much unfavorable and some-
times rabid criticism was heaped upon both longfellow and
hiawatha A writer in a washington newspaper for example
charged that longfellow had stolen the entire form spirit
and many of the striking incidents from the finnish kale-
izaiadiaalazaladid 5 others claimed that it was derived from spanish form 6

while still others debated whether or not it owed a debt to
the swedish kalevalaKa levala translation of castren or the german
translation of schiefner 7 in the heat of the battle a german
friend of longfellow mr ferdinand frelligrathfreiligrath came to the
defense of the american poet although freiligrath did not
know about the american background of hiawatha and in
addition was without definite information about lonnrotunnrotlonnroth s

kalevalaKakaiekalekalglevalav diaaladid and the poetic devices governing finnish runes 8 he
felt justified in saying that mr longfellow had only occasion-
ally used the parallelisms and alliterations of the finnish epic
his poem being not really in the old national metre of finland
but in a modified form of that metre whatever the dis
agreement among the critics at the time longfellow was at
least able to console himself with the fact that hiawatha
parodies come in from all quarters even from california 10

this was at least an indication of the exploding coverage of
the poem

and so our thesis is pointed out just what was the in
fluence of kale vala in the composition of hiawatha As has
been shown above there are only three possibilities longf-
ellow was a plagiarist and stole outright from kalevalaKa levala
hiawatha was composed completely independently of kale

ibid p 297
W H schramm hiawatha and its predecessors philological quarterly

XI october 1932 p 338538358558 footnote 60
ibid
ibid
wainowalno nyland kalevalaKalevala as the reputed source of longfellow s song of

hiawatha annerlainerlamericancan ll11literaturetetterretteralurearutealure XXII march 1950 p 3

schramm p 338
longfellow p 305
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1palavalapaiatalataia certain characteristics of the finnish epic were modified
for use in hiawatha the second consideration is already out
let us first consider the third alternative

in the first place longfellow stated that freiligrath in his
defense of longfellow no matter how ill prepared he was to
give it puts the matter right at once he further added in
defense of his use of parallelism and repetition in hiawatha
that such construction was justified it being as much the
characteristic of indian as of finnish song 11

it is now quite apparent that the legends and settings of
the poem hiawatha were not copied from the kalevalaKalevala but
have been traced to the pages of schoolcraft catlin heck

ewelderdewelderewelder mrs eastman and others 12 mr schramm notes

the scholars like the readers have forgotten that upwards
of a dozen indian verse romances were published in the
united states before hiawatha and that there was a well
grounded tradition of which longfellow must have been
consciousconscious when in 1894 he began to write la13

in addition the rhythm of these verses was almost identical
to that used in hiawatha

mrs morton s quadquabi of 1790 was largely tetrameter much
of it trochaic moydenyamoydensamoydenYa is almost entirely tetrameter the
land of powhatan employs four and five stress couplets and
quatrainsquatrains tecumseh is almost entirely tetrameter alfallaalhalla
isis trochaic tetrameter 14

it becomes almost certain then that rather than adopt the
complete style of the kalevalaKalevala in the composition of hiawatha
longfellow found his source of great inspiration in american
tradition and in the abundance of precedent poems then avail-
able but everything that he found in the rhyme and meter
of the american models turned him to the finish classic as
the best of them all 155

to refer back to the first consideration did longfellow
steal outright the thoughts and patterns of the kalevalaKa levala in
addition to its already having been shown that only a modified
version of the metre of kalevalaKalevala was used in hiawatha it is

ibid p 303
schramm p 321
ibid

leidibid ppap 33940339 40
JWilihid
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quite easy to display why it would be impossible for it to
have been otherwise

while inin stockholm longfellow had studied finnish for
only thirteen days interrupted by various activities 16 to
further complicate matters longfellow was never in touch
with finnish patriots linguists or literary men 17 the
kalevalaKalevala was written in the karelian dialect a vocabulary of
which was not available until 1862 18 in other words long-
fellow could not have studied the original before he composed
hiawatha the closest he could have gotten to the original
was through translations it being believed that he had a copy
of castren s swedish translation 088418411841 schiefner s german
translation 1852 and a french translation 19 although mr
kirby in his preface to the english translation firmly states
that kalevalaKalevala was based on the first german translation 13112113020

but in translation there is retained hardly any of the richness
of the original which facticactifact I1 shall presently demonstrate it
follows then that longfellow could not have plagiarizedplagiarizer con-
siderablesiderable material from the kalevalaKalevala had he wanted to

I1 have chosen to insert below the two initial stanzas from
the original kalevalaKalevala for comparison with the english trans-
lation and a section from hiawatha

mieleniaiielenimielens mininunmuin tekevitekeli
aivoniaimoni jatteleviaiattelevi
lahteanilahtedniLahteani laulaaulalauialaulamahanaulamahanmahan
saa5 aa aniani sanelejanelejaneiesanelemahanjanelemahanmahan
5 ukuvirttasukuvirttaukuSukuvirtta suoltamahanjuoltamahan
lajivirtta laulaaulalauialaulamahanaulamahanmahan
sanat5 anatanai suussanijuussani sulavatjulavatsulapatjusulavat
puhebuhe et putoelevatfrutoelevat

KielCielclelkieikleikielellenicielellenielleni erkiavatkerkidvat

hampahillenihampahillem jajohajoaioajoovathajoovatajoovat
veli kultaaulta veikkoyeikkoseniveikkoseniseni

kaunisaunis asvinkumppalinikasvinkumppalini
lahe nytayt kanssakanska laulaaulalauialaulamahanaulamahanmahan
saa kera sanelejanelejaneiesanelemahanjanelemahanmahan
yhtehen jhyttyammeyhyttydmme
kahtabahta alta aytyammekhytydmme
harvoinhardoin yhtehjhtehenn yhymmejhymme

nyland p 6
ibid
ibid p 5
ibid p 6
lonnrotl6nnrotlonnrothLonn rot elias kalevalaKalevala english translation by W F kirby london

1956 introduction p vi
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saammesaarnmestamme oinen oisihimmetoisihimme
nalila raukoillarauko illa rajollalajollarajolla
poloisillaPolois illa podjanpohjan mailla 21

let us begin with initial alliteration I1 have placed initial con-
sonants in italics so that they will be all the more easily dis-
tinguished from our sample verses it is readily seen that in
every line there is initial alliteration within the line in many
instances every word beginning with the same consonant this
is strictly characteristic of the entire work

next we come to free rhyme of the final syllable at
once we note the abundance of this throughout the complete
work interestingly enough there is a general change of pat-
tern from initial alliteration whereas initial alliteration is
generally confined to the words in one line the final alliter-
ation elements pair off with succeeding lines so that in ad-
dition to initial alliteration within the single lines each line
of a give couplet group contains individual and contrasting
final elements that in turn alliterate with corresponding twin
elements in the sister line though complicated in explanation
this phenomenon cannot be overlooked by even the superficial
glance of one who may be completely unfamiliar with the
language and notice how magnificently this maintains the
unity and spirit of the recurring couplet series the latter line
saying inin essence what the former has just stated

the abundance of this free rhyme may be contributed to
the grammatical structure of the finnish language and which
is uniquely finnish for example in the first stanza the
11 mahan endings are nothing more or less than a regularly
conjugated poetical verb ending a formfornigorm of the regular maan
ending the ni elements in the first stanza and the mmeame
endings in the second stanza are simply the first person singu-
lar possessive noun forms and the first person plural possessive
noun forms respectively and so we see that these construc-
tions which are native to the prose and poetry of finland are
not strained poetical devices and partly owing to this reason
cannot degenerate into a singsongsing song rhythm that occurs to
a degree when these structure factors are imposed upon the
english language it is appropriate also to indicate that
the metre of kalevalaKalevala is dimeter not tetrameter the accent
in finnish always falling on the first syllable

lonnrothnnrothenrotLonn rot elias kalevalaKa levala corvoporvo finland 1958 p 1
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but this is not all the finnish language and consequent-
ly the kalevalaKalevala is pregnant with assonance within words the
reason for this being that front vowels can only unite with
front vowels and back vowels can only unite with back vowels
the vowels i and e fitting into either pattern for ex-
ample

yhtehen yhyttyaammeyhyttydamme
kahtabahta alta kaytyammekaytyhmme

can you find just one letter that does not have a rhyming
counterpart and all this beauty of sound and rhythm is
native to the language during longfellow s very brief intro-
duction to the finnish language he doublessdoublersdoubless became aware of
the existence of some of the language characteristics we have
mentioned but as has already been shown it was quite im-
possible for him to adopt these features with understanding
into his composition of hiawatha

mr waino nyland has pointed up another factor that
further separates the kalevalaKalevala from hiawatha he reminds us
that the kalevalaKalevala is evolved folksongfolk song poetry originally made
to be played on the kantele a five stringed G A B C D
instrument to which each line is fitted 22 he continued with
example

this tune consists of four measures in 54 time each
measure begins with six eighth notes and ends with two
quarters to make the count of five

2328

this is haunting music indeed as the writer can testify
now that a few of the characteristics of the original are

established let us see how it compares with the english trans-
lation of mr kirby and an excerpt from hiawatha

nyland ppap 141514 15
ibid211bid
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1I am driven by my longing
and my understanding urges
that I1 should commence my singing
and begin my recitation
I1 will sing the people s legends
and the ballads of the nation
to my mouth the words are flowing
and the words are gently falling
quickly as my tongue can shape them
and between my teeth emerging 244

where is the rich alliteration that was found inin the finnish
mr nyland has included a quotation inin his work that in
answer to the question of the beauties and interweaving inin-
tricaciestricacies of finnish as in the kalevalaKa levala what do the translations
give us says nothing but four trochaic feet dry and
stripped of all pleasure2pleasurepleasured2125222111212 1I wholeheartedly agree

now what does hiawatha look like

by the shores of gitche gumeedumee
by the shining big sea water
stood the wigwam of nokomis
dark behind it rose the forest
rose the black and gloomy pine trees
rose the firs with cones upon them
bright before it beat the water
beat the clear and sunny water
beat the shining big sea water 21

parallelisms similar to those of kalevalaKalevala are attempted here
and with some success but let us remember that longfellow
considered the parallelisms and repetitions characteristic of
indian culture as well as of finnish 2 7 initial alliterations are
also found here and there but for the most part are achieved
only by repetition of the same words whereas this isis not true
inin KakateKalekalfkalezalakaleralalezalapalaralapaia

aside from the strictly prosodic considerations up to this
point it ISis interesting to note that the very mood of hiawatha
isis different from that of the KakalevalakaleralaKalekaielevalapalsralapais the kalevalaKalevala

illustrates the harsh disappointing human relations
surrounding daily life the hero is beset with a successionsuccession

2kalevalakalevalaKalevala english translation p 1

nyland p 19 see footnote 74
elsoneison william H and christine beck elson grammar school reader

chicago 1911 p 296
27james J hatfield the longfellongfeltlongfellowlow ireifreiirelfreiligrathI1 ig rath correspondence bublipubli

canionscationscoitionccition of taethe modern lingualelinguagelinguage association of Aiainericaamericanerica XLVIII december
1933 p 1281
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of embarrassing moments virtue is not a shield against
evil sin is unpunished evil often prevails in these and
many other aspects kalevalaKalevala is an antithesis of hiawatha
hiawatha was born to win he progresses through life
spiritually unscathed a sure victor in all struggles against
evilevievl1 28

mr longfellow himself realized the gap between kale
vala and hiawatha and this is undoubtedly the reason for his
not correlating the two how much did the kalevalaKalevala influence
the composition of song of hiawatha in conclusion we
should believe the words of mr longfellow when in answer
to some charges of imitation he said

it is absurbabsorb I1 can give chapter and verse for these legends
their chief value is that they are indian legends I1 know the
kalevalaKalevala very well and that some of its legends resemble
the indian stories preserved by schoolcraft is very true but
the idea of making me responsible for that imitation is
too ludicrous 29

in fact we must accept his authority as a conclusion because
the evidence offers nootherbootherno other alternative

nyland p 11
longfellow p 297
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late on mother s day
MARDEN j CLARK

you re just joking I1 told her
no human bones these that clutch
like talons at my sympathy
just stylish pads to square the shoulders
or make the elbow try to reach where hand cannot
bone grafted to bone in grotesque disfigurement
bone can t pad where flesh won t fill
only knobs of bone extra skeletal that harmonize
with fingers and hands twisted
past even the shape of pain

I1 was broad waking
and so was she no pain in those knobs
not even in the swollen feet but
pain everywhere in a body grown too thin
to support pain or to house it
no room for pain
but endless dull and pure
it fills that frame whispers from tired eyes
and overflows the room

pain is behovelybehovely
I1 look for reasons in that shrunken face
Is this the price she pays
price or result
we nine each borne at the price of a knob
long delayed as though time had kindly accepted a mortgage
due and payable in full at forty five
but also to be amortized with interest over the whole of life

just joking the days drag by
sucking their feet from the mire of pain
feet can t know that pain is behovelybehovely
they only feel the suck and drag of it
they only echo the tired eyes
they know the nightmare flowing from the room

148
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we nine we feel no pain
except as symphonic vibration set up
by the lyric knowledge of our source

but he must feel it he in whom
all pain was given flesh through whom love
wielded the scourge could he be joking too
he must have known that body is no place for pain
what kind of laugh when the joke recoils on him
when he must feel her pain amplified
by timeless distance and spaceless time
and multiplied by the number who are feeling pain
or who have ever felt pain
hers overflows the room theirs must overflow space
and find a lodging in its source

we nine we re all she has
are we enough creatures of pain
we now are separate yet more a part of her
than ever those knobs no labor
can rid her of we grew in her too
but we have life of our own life I1 say
purchased by a knob that lifeless thing
that even while growing was dead

we know no pain even that we feel
the ache of a head or a heart the stab
of a bleeding hand finds its way somehow
back to her it stays with us
only as dissonant sound on a late march day

whispering that winter was
and she gladdens to bear it
lifted to gladness by love
that falls on us the bread we prayed for and sorely needed

to give us strength in the wilderness

she s dying now and well she should

the pain overflowing her frame has siphoned it dry

only the will is left only the love
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yes he must feel it he in whom
love was made flesh through whom pain
was relieved of the scourge it pains him too
and only an infinite love can know an infinite pain
or bear an infinite weight

just joking yes a divine comedy
in which no not she but we
we ninenine feel no pain
but sense the problem question the source
come to know ggriefrief
and come to know love



what Is the proper role of the
latter day saint

with respect to the constitution

since hiroshima americans have found themselves en-
meshed in a bewildering confusing seething world A new
age has come upon us for all men as well as for americans
and we have not fully evaluated its impact on our society

the very instability and uncertainty of our direction as a
civilization has had domestic and foreign implications in the
troubled arena of international relations we have undergone
agonizing reappraisals of our position vis a vis the soviet

union and the overall ideological threat of communism this
state of affairs virtually commits us to longtermlong term residence by
the hostile and ominous crater of modern power politics alas
there seems to be no other valid recourse

in america frustration and exasperation have forced some
to oversimplify problems and to clamor stridently for over-
simplified solutions in addition the nerve shattering pressures
of our age have made many of us unduly suspicious of each
other arguing somewhat idiotically about various red and
dead formulae obviously threats do exist but they should

not so rattle us that we become hysterical objective and intelli-
gent analysis is absolutely essential if we are to obtain a clear
panorama of the world s nuclear revolution in all its phases

in the midst of this intellectual and emotional turmoil
americans have come to wonder about the viability of their
basic structure and philosophy of government principally predi-
cated upon the constitution what is the proper role of the
federal government in matters political social and economic

how does the constitution help or hinder us in the resolution
of our varied modern problems As latter day saints we have
an even sharper interest in these questions certain doctrinal
considerations must be scrutinized by the faithful members of
the church what is the proper role of the latter day saint with
respect to the constitution

in an effort to bring more light than heat to these perplexing
queries the order of artus an honorary economics society
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sponsored a panel discussion on the BYU campus february
26 1962 the participants whose contributions follow this
preface were dr mark cannon dr richard bushman dr
quinn mckay dr garth mangum and professor richard
wirthlin each scholar arrived at his conclusions independently
but all strove to give a fair and balanced presentation of diverse
views fromthisfrom this perspective the panel discussion was a distinct
success in another sense the panel failed because it did not
achieve any unanimity of opinion it is highly doubtful if any
member of the panel would subscribe to all the conclusions
drawn by his colleagues but I1 suggest this is all to the good
the main purpose of the discussion was to present an intelli-
gent array of views on a set of perplexing questions in this
respect I1 think the panel made a genuinely important contribu-
tion and I1 was happy to be associated with it as moderator

john T bernhard

the constitution and preservation of liberty
MARK W CANNON

the outstanding purpose of the constitution according to
the doctrine and covenants is to guarantee each man the free-
dom to act in doctrine and principle according to his moral
agency 1 the revelation further identifies the founding fathers
as wise men who were raised up for the purpose of writing
the constitution 2 there is no denial of the now commonly
recognized fact that the writers of the constitution included
many property owners who stood to gain more than the indebt-
ed classes from the stability and protections of the constitution
but this revelation as well as other substantial evidence makes
it clear that the founding fathers were characterized by far
more than a desire for economic benefit that they had wisdom
as pertaining to the preservation of freedom

what then was basic to the thought of the advocates of the
constitution they recognized the weakness of the articles of
confederation they wanted a national government but a

doctrine and covenants 10178
ibid 10180
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limited government because they were suspicious of the poten-
tial abuse of governmental power this fear was illustrated by
the statements of two early presidents thomas jefferson
although not in the united states during the constitutional
convention represented a widespread concern with such state-
ments as the following

confidence is everywhere the parent of despotism
it is jealously and not confidence which prescribes limited
constitutions to bind down those whom we are obligated to
trust with power in questions of power then let no
more be heard of confidence in man but bind him down from
mischief by the chains of the constitution 3

george washington similarly warned

but let there be no change by usurpation for although
this in one instance may be the instrument of good it Isis
the customary weapon by which free governments are de-
stroyedst 4

the fact that the power lay in the people rather than a
single monarch did not particularly alleviate the founding fath-
ers suspicions they were fearful that tyranny of the majority
and anarchic upheaval and chaos might result from democracy
shay s rebellion in massachusetts for example was fresh in
mind consequently they wished to put restraints and limits
upon popular government one of the means of accomplishing
this objective was to detach governmental decision making from
the passing passions of the populace this was realized to a
small degree by the principle of representation in the house
and further by the indirect election of senators by legislatures
and of presidents by the electoral college life appointments
for judges and requiring that proposed amendments to the
constitution overcome a hazardous obstacle course approval
of two thirds of both house of congress or of a national
convention called on petition of two thirds of the state legisla-
tures and majorities of three fourths of the state legislatures

or conventions

it is clear that the constitution was designed not only to
prescribe procedures but more importantly to proscribe power
what are the principal constitutional doctrines to restrain

william R barnes the constitution of the united states and the declara-
tion of independence new york barnes and noble inc 1961 p 4040
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power the four major doctrines are 1 the doctrine of fed-
eralismeral ism 2 the doctrine of the separation of powers 3 the
concept of a government of laws and not of men 4 the
substantive doctrine of due process of law and attendant con-
ceptions of liberty 5

what has been in brief the history of these restraints de-
signed to protect liberty and property

the doctrine of federalism the jurisprudence of chief
justice marshall is noted for its nationalism the exaltation of
the supremacy clause was illustrated in mcculloch v maryland
where the supreme court sanctioned the implied right of the
national government to establish a bank and prohibited a state
from taxing the notes of the bank it is noteworthy that this
decision in 1819 followed previous decisions intended to
strengthen the restraints against abuse of national power such
as judicial review the supreme court s power to uphold or
invalidate a federal law as unconstitutional through marbury
v madison in 1803 and the clear establishment of the right of
private property through such cases as fletcher v peck in 1810

marshall s successor taney elaborated the theory of dual
federalism in which the judicial power was viewed as protect-
ing the states from national encroachment as well as upholding
the supremacy of valid national laws the victory of the pro-
grams of franklin D roosevelt in the modern court represent
a return to marshall s national federalism but with very little
of the protection of private property which marshall had estab-
lished and with a highly restrained attitude toward judicial
review thus as corwin has summed it up dual federalism
as regards the present court seems today to be at an end with
consequent aggrandizement of national power 6

the separation of powers the concept of three principal
functions of government somewhat approximating the modern
legislative executive and judicial was set forth by aristotle
and was joined by montesquieu to a notion of a mixed consti-
tution of checks and balances the tendency of men to abuse
power would be minimized if government power were not

edward S corwin ed the constitution of the united states of america
analysis and interpretation senate document 170 82d congress second ses-
sionsionslon washington government printing office 1953 p xi
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concentrated but were divided among three branches of govern-
ment which could check each other

other theorists and institutional experience also contribut-
ed to our adoption of the separation of powers with the lockian
corrollarycorrollary that legislative power may not be delegated how-
ever these doctrines have been impaired by government prac-
tice first the president has come to exercise a strong if not
dominating influence in the passage of legislation the veto
for example which was used sparingly in the early years of the
republic and then largely to stop acts which the president be-
lieved to be unconstitutional has become an instrument of
presidential power in winning legislative struggles with con-
gress

the growth of the national bureaucracy has given the presi-
dent ready access to extensive professional assistance this
tends to give strong factual support quality and prestige to
the president s legislative program which assists him in win-
ning its enactment the passage of the budget and accounting
act of 1921 contributed to the growth of presidential legisla-
tive leadership not only by giving him staff agencies but by
establishing the annual presidential budget the departments
previously sent their own budgets to congress which reshaped
them into a single budget thus presidential influence over ap-
propriations legislation has been enhanced

the problems of wars and depressions have produced a pop-
ular demand for unified positive national leadership which has
contributed substantially to the growth of legislative leadership
by the president ernest S griffith noted that of twenty major
laws in the middle thirties eighteen had been incubated in the
executive branch and for all practical purposes were passed in

the form in which they were incubated 7

not only has the president gained power in initiating legis-
lation but also at the other end of the process through congres-
sional delegation of legislative power the congress has also
delegated legislative power to the independent agencies and
commissions which merge the powers of the three branches in
varying degrees the modern economic intervention and regula-
tion by the government is the principal cause of delegated legis

ernest S griffith problems of legislative executive relationships
in 0 B conway ed legislative executive relationshipsRelationsbips washington
U S department of agriculture 1953 p 10
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lation it would be virtually impossible for the congress to
impose upon the shifting economic scene the relatively per-
manent molds of statutory legislation without administrative
discretion

it should not be assumed that all factors work toward in-
creasing presidential power the legislative reorganization act
of 1946 for example was designed to make the congress less
dependent upon the executive branch by increasing the profes-
sional staff of congress of greater significance the growth
of the civil service merit system together with an expanding
economy have greatly restricted one of the principal traditional
instruments of power which presidents can use to win congres-
sional support patronage also the arrangement of bipartisan
coalitions such as the republican southern democrat conserva-
tive coalition give assurance that congress isis far from a rubber
stamp

the president can normally win the legislative battles which
he considers crucial and which he supports with an all out
effort but he cannot win every battle so he must select with
discrimination the issues behind which he puts full support
the shift toward presidential leadership and away from the
separation of powers is perhaps suggested by a comment of
fred seaton that even though president dwight D eisenhowerElseneisenhower
faced a congress controlled by the opposition party during six
of the eight years of his administration the president still got
everything that he really needed and wanted out of congress 8

A government of laws and not of men the growth of
executive dominance has not only impaired the doctrine of
separation of powers but also the doctrine of a government of
laws not of men

the draftsmen of the first state constitutions stripped gov-
ernors of the royal prerogatives of their predecessors subjected
them to annual elections and legislative control the concept
of the governor being restricted to the laws of the common-
wealth was made explicit in the virginia constitution before
designating the powers of the president article 11II of the united
states constitution reads the executive power shall be vested
in a president of the united states of america this clause

statement on panel discussion at western political science association con-
ventionvention march 30 1961 boulder colorado
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was designed primarily to identify the executive as single and
to give the president a title there is no evidence from the pro-
ceedingsceedings of the convention that this clause was intended to add
power to the president beyond those enumerated alexander
hamilton became one of the early protaganistsprotagonists of the view that
the executive power clause contained an additional grant of
authority

the history of the presidency has been cyclical varying in
different degrees between the strict constructionist point of
view represented for example by william howard taft that
the president can only act where he is specifically authorized to
do so by law or the constitution and the view that the presi-
dent can act in any area where he is not specifically prohibited
by law or the constitution the latter stewardship theory was
promoted by theodore roosevelt and refined by woodrow
wilson who felt that the president should be as big a man as
he can although there have been historical oscillations taken
by and large the history of the presidency has been a history of
aggrandizement 9

the animating theme of the gewnewnew presidency is that the
people are embodied in the executive and he should within
wide limits be autonomous and self directing the principal
causes of this concept of the presidency are social acceptance of
the idea that government should reactivebeactivebebe active and reformist rather
than simply protective the vastly enlarged role of the US in
the international field and the fact that the original objective
of the functioning of the electoral college has long since been
eliminated and the president and vice president are the only
officials elected by the people as a whole it should be recog-
nized however that the new presidency undermines the ideal
of a government of laws rather than men

substantive due processprocess of law the protection against
the deprivation of life liberty or property without due process
of law in the fifth amendment was designed to guarantee the
common law system of grand juries and petit juries in criminal
cases by the start of the twentieth century the due process
clause applied also to the states through the fourteenth
amendment had come to be interpreted as prohibiting govern

edward S corwin the president office and powers 178719571787 1957 new
york new york university press 1957 p 307
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mental deprivation of property or any restraint on the liberty
to contract in numerous situations since that time the supreme
court has moved particularly since 19571937 to tipping the scales
in favor of the rights of government as against the rights of
property and contract

in summary a review of four principal doctrines of the
constitution designed to support freedom shows that all have
deteriorated under changing historic circumstances As corwin
concludes what was once vaunted as a constitution of
rights both state rights and private rights has been replaced
to a great extent by a constitution of powers 10

if then we recognize that constitutional doctrines once
thought to be important to the maintenance of freedom have
been eroded and weakened over the decades we are left with
the challenge of thinking through the question of what steps
should be taken to help preserve and magnify freedom in the
future

corwin the constitution p xxviixxvii

inspired constitution

RICHARD L BUSHMAN

latter day saints cherish the constitution of the united
states though all americans revere this important document
we believe it was inspired of god the lord has said he

established the constitution of this land by the hands of wise
men raised up unto this very purpose 1 consequently
we believe that constitutional principles are the surest guide in
times of political confusion and that following them is the
best way to preserve our liberty

unfortunately remaining true to the constitution is not so
simple as it sounds from the first years when government was
established under its provision political leaders have differed
on interpretation loyal and intelligent men have not seen eye
to eye on how the principles embodied in the constitution are

doctrine and covenants 10180 hereafter abbreviated dacd&c
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to be applied in concrete situations these differences raise a
perplexing question which interpretation of the constitution
embodies the principles god inspired unless we know what
is of true and lasting value in the constitution it is of little
worth as a guide for our actions in day to day political affairs

I1 do not expect to answer this question fully but we are I1

believe nearer to an answer if we understand clearly what it
means to say the constitution is inspired in the church we
know that inspiration takes different forms the revelation a
father receives to guide his household is of a different order
from that given the prophet joseph when he wrote the seventy
sixth section of the doctrine and covenants the first is in-
tended for one family and usually is not applicable to others
the second is universally true and of lasting value to all
where does the constitution stand in the spectrum of revela-
tions and inspiration an examination of the alternative an-
swers to this question will help us solve the larger problem

1 the constitution was inspired as a guide solely for
one time and place under this interpretation we should feel
free to alter it whenever conditions change or if it seems ap-
propriatepropriate to abandon the document altogether we might liken
the inspiration of the constitution under this interpretation to
the command noah received to build an ark noah was expect-
ed to obey the commandment but it was not binding on any
who followed him

I1 do not believe that latter day saints can hold this view of
the constitution in light of what the lord has told us about it
he has said that it should be maintained for the rights and
protection of all flesh according to just and holy principles 2

it was not intended for one people alone but as he said for
all flesh the words just and holy principles imply eternal

not temporary truth it is clear in the scriptures that the consti-
tution transcends a relativist interpretation

2 the constitution is inspired word for word under
this interpretation we should feel obliged to hold strictly to the
literal meaning of every provision we would not dare to
change or amend it government would be authorized to per-
form only those actions specifically mentioned this interpretainterprets

ad2dD & c 10177
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tion of the constitution s inspiration would give it the same
value as any section in the doctrine and covenants indeed we
should think of the constitution as an extension of our scrip-
tures

this absolutist view however is no more acceptable than
the relativist interpretation to begin with it is not compatible
with the document itself provision is made in the constitution
for amending it the framers expected that there would be
changes from time to time while no book of scripture provides
for its own revision

moreover our prophets have specifically told us that the
constitution is not perfect in every sense here is what brigham
young said on the subject

the signers of the declaration of independence and the
framers of the constitution were inspired from on high to
do that work but was that which was given to them perfect
not admitting of any addition whatever no for if men
know anything they must know that the almighty has never
yet found a man in mortality that was capable at the first
intimation at the first impulse to receive anything inin the
state of entire perfection they laid the foundation and it
was for after generations to rear the superstructure upon it
it is a progressive a gradual work 3

sound as it is the constitution is simply the foundation on
which we build government it is not a complete and perfectly
framedframed structure

though none of the founding fathers would have claimed
more for their work than president young did they disagreed
among themselves on how much leeway the constitution al-
lowed the government immediately after the constitution was
put into effect they debated issues similar to those we have
raised here some of the early leaders favored a strict interpreta-
tion of the constitution and others advocated a loose construc-
tion theory the advocates of strict construction held a view
similar to the absolutist interpretation the government was to
engage only in those activities specifically mentioned in the
constitution the loose constructionists believed that a wider
range of programs was open anything that was necessary and

journal of discourses VII 14
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proper to the execution of specified powers was to their
minds authorizedbyauthorizeauthorizeddbyby the constitution

the specific bill that touched off the debate was one creat-
ing a national bank the constitution says nothing about
banks the strict constructionists argued that the national gov-
ernmenternment therefore had no right to charter such an institution
the loose constructionists on the other hand insisted that a
bank was necessary to carry out other powers delegated to
congress eventually the loose constructionists won out washi-
ngton and hamilton along with most of the members of
congress supported a national bank jefferson and the strict
constructionists were defeated

the episode is helpful in answering the question we have
set for ourselves because later on the prophet joseph took a
stand on the very issue the founding fathers had debated in
his platform written to support his candidacy for the presi-
dency in 1844 joseph came out in favor of a national bank 4

by so doing he placed himself on the side of those who favored
the loose construction theory it is also interesting to note that
in his own day strict constructionists held rigidly to the doctrine
of states rights they believed that the national government
should not intervene in any affairs that primarily concerned the
states joseph despised this doctrine because it was in the name
of states rights that president van buren refused to defend the
persecuted latter day saints in missouri joseph thought it was
foolish that government should be dedicated to the protection
of human rights and yet be denied the power to defend them
he favored a broader interpretation of the federal govern-
ment 5s powers

3 the constitution is inspired in certain of its principles
after eliminating the alternatives discussed above we are
justified in accepting this interpretation it is the one most
consistent with scriptural statements on the subject the lord
has said for example that the law of the land which is con-
stitutional supporting that principle of freedom in maintaining
rights and privileges belongs to all mankind and is justifiable
before me 6 it is clear in this passage I1 think that what is

G homer durham joseph smith prophet statesman salt lake city
bookcraft 1944 p 162
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inspired in the constitution is the principle of freedom in
maintaining rights and privileges incorporated in the docu-
ment this principle the lord tells us is not for one time and
place but belongs to all mankind it is as he says elsewhere

for the rights and protection of all flesh not just for the
people of the united states constitutional principles are last-
ing not temporary but on the other hand the constitution
is to be cherished because it contains principles that protect free-
dom and not because every word was given by god

this reading eliminates some erroneous conceptions about
the constitution and must be grasped before we can proceed
further it points up the exact question we must ask to clarify
the proper role of a latter day saint with regard to the con-
stitutionstitution that question is what principles in the constitution
are inspired the answer to this question is a prerequisite for
any practical political action for when we understand true
principles we can recognize where we can safely adjust our
views about the constitution to changing circumstances and
where we must hold firm at all costs

doubtless many principles in the constitution might be
pointed to as bulwarksbulwa rks of freedom and all of these might
justifiably be included among the inspired principles however
there is one that the scriptures and the prophets have repeatedly
stressed as being essential to good government that principle
is liberty of conscience it is significant that the two most im-
portant scriptural passages dealing with the constitution were
revealed shortly after the saints were expelled from jackson
county because of their peculiar religious beliefs at this time
the church was particularly sensitive to the privilege of free
worship when the lord said that the constitution was justi-
fiable because it protected men in their rights and privileges
the saints would at once have thought of liberty of conscience
in the declaration of belief regarding government adopted at
the general conference of the church in 1835 this principle
was stressed section one hundred thirty four where the decla-
ration is recorded states we do not believe that human law
has right to interfere in prescribing rules of worship to bind
the consciences of men nor dictate forms for public or private
devotion that the civil magistrates should restrain crime but
never control conscience should punish guilt but never suppress
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freedom of the soul 7 the same idea is repeated throughout
the section

in one of his pronouncements on the constitution joseph
expressed a simsimilarilarliar belief it is one of the first principles of
my life and one that I1 have cultivated from my childhood
having been taught it by my father to allow everyone the liberty
of conscience I1 am the greatest advocate of the constitution of
the united states there is 8 clearly in joseph s mind religious
liberty and the constitution were bound inseparably together

later in utah the leaders of the church consistently made
statements in the same vein shortly after their arrival in the
valley they were looking forward to the establishment of a new
constitution that given by god for the millennial kingdom to
be set up at his second coming the present constitution they
thought would soon be replaced yet they declared that the
principle of liberty of conscience integral to the constitution
of the united states would be incorporated in the millennial
constitution too that much at least was of lasting value

on this point the latter day saint position is clear we are
wholly devoted to the protection of men in their right to think
and speak freely but this is merely the beginning for it is

freedom in the fullest possible sense that the lord recommends
in the revelations after endorsing the constitution in the
doctrine and covenants he says it is not right that any man
should be in bondage one to another 9 though we may be
confused when conflicting ideas are presented to us there can
be no doubt about the paramount value of constitutional gov-
ernmenternment the first principle is freedom and that should be
our guiding light

As latter day saints we should heartily subscribe to those
programs and to those views on government which we believe
will help remove any of the stultifying restrictions on human
life whether they be economic social or political at the
same time we should be alert to challenge centers of growing
power that might in time jeopardize liberty the application of
principles is often discouragingly complex but at least our
belief in the constitution s inspiration ffixes one point
human freedom by which we can set our political course

D & C 1344
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can you support the political new frontier
and still be A good latter day saintsaino

QUINN G MCKAY

in other words excluding some extreme positions is your
standing in the latter day saint church affected by your politi-
cal or economic views

it has been argued by some that a good latter day saint
cannot support any group that advocates actions which tend to
restrict a person s free agency this reasoning goes something
like this welfarismWelfarism or governmental control tends to restrict
free agency the democratic party encourages welfarismwelfarism
therefore they insist one cannot be a good democrat and still
be a good latter day saint before the republicans get carried
away with undue pride it should be noted that it was hoover
a republican president who started or initiated the ideas for
such governmental programs as the reconstruction finance
corporation the federal deposit insurance corporation and
approved 2 billion for federal public works in one term as
president if one adheres strictly to the first sentence of this
paragraph a member of the latter day saint church can sup-
port neither political party without negatively affecting his
standing in the church this of course is absurd

I1 feel the importance of having free agency is as clearly
understood by me as it is by most people I1 am not here to argue
against free agency but to advocate the preservation of the
right of free choice to all to me the crux of the matter is that
there are other principles taught by this church to which most
of us also subscribe and it is not uncommon to find in a given
situation that two or more of these principles are in direct
conflict with each other these are situations wherein to choose
a solution which satisfies one principle causes the violation of
the other

the individual judgments necessary to resolve these con-
flicts of principle are the source of legitimately differing points
of view on economic and political matters

under such circumstances divergent views are permissible
realistic and inevitable and should be accepted without casting
any reflection on a person s devotion to the principles of the
gospel looking at it another way the only criticism that can
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be invoked is not that you aren t devoted to the principles of
the gospel but that your judgment led you to choose from
my point of view the wrong principle to obey

let s look at some examples of this conflict of principle to
more clearly understand this realm of judgment

CONFLICT

war
thou shalt not kill thou shaltshallshait defend thy liberty

prohibition
men should be free to
choose for themselves do away with evils of liquor

college bowl
keep the sabbath day holy promote the lords work

unemployment benefits
provide food and necessities don t give people something
for worker s family for nothing

regulate public utilities
A business should not have business should be left to free
an uncontrolled monopoly enterprise and not controlled

by government

A bomb testing
we should not permit the
maiming of future genera-
tions by causing further we must build our strength
fall out to preserve peace

OE

for instance consider the question of whether there should
be federal aid to education in the form of individual loans or
grants in aid to young people desiring to attend college many
of us are quick to argue that we are against federal aid to edu-
cation because it increases the tax burden and the resulting
government control restricts freedom furthermore we may
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argue there are private sources for assistance without going to
the government

others may counter with this argument there are a lot of
people who would be unable to go to college without this gov-
ernmentalernmental assistance those of us who feel the strongest would
likely retort if it really boils down to the choice of going to
school on federal funds or not going at all which we don t
believe we are all better off if we preserve the freedom from
government control even if it means no school for some

our opponents advocating federal aid may then resort to
a specific example here is a young man 30 years old married
with six children has never attended college is unskilled and
has never earned more than 3800 in a year he has no col-
lateral with which to obtain a bank loan neither his widowed
mother nor other members of the family can supply any support
he wants to go to college to prepare himself to provide better
support for his family and also to be able to contribute more to
society if he continues as is and loses his job at the age of
fifty the obtaining of another job will be a very difficult matter
for an unskilled man in his circumstances he must either get
federal assistance or not go to school so he takes federal aid
and prepares himself to be a teacher with his education his
income is increased and his choices of job opportunities are
increased literally federal aid has created freedom for this
man and not only that but all of society has benefited because
he is now a much greater contributor

does federal aid restrict or create freedom it probably
does both there will be good result either way the issue is
resolved there will also be some bad result in either case
the decision which results in the most good and the least

bad is the right solution but who is to say whose judgment
about the most good is the correct one

it is assumed that in making these decisions each one of us
evaluates the situation and on the basis of individual judg-
ments we take our stand on the issues involved who is to say
when a conflict of principles is involved that his judgment is

more correct than yours if the lord would come down and
tell us as he has in some cases then it would be unnecessary
to exercise our judgment but he leaves us to make our own
judgments on many things and lets us grow by so doing
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the G 1I bill is another example some of the principles
pro and con could be aligned thusly

pro con

justice they deserve it after government control this is
what they did in the war just a form of federal aid to

education

overcomes ignorance many free agency we shouldnshouldna t
went to school who otherwise be forced through taxes to
would never have gone this support veterans to go to
helped to defeat ignorance school

makes nation stronger to waste A lot of the GI s
enable so many to further their wasted their time at school and
education makes our nation didndian t get any good from it
stronger

when these arguments fail to demonstrate unequivocablyunequivocally
that the person s stand is the right one which ever side he
takes he usually resorts to the argument that a lot of those
G LI1 s just didndian t want to go to work and they abused the rights
of the bill implying or stating that the bill never should have
been passed another may counter with well if you re going
to throw out something just because it is abused you have to do
away with free agency because it is also abused

so now where does one stand on the issue of the G 1I bill
and other issues even nationalized medicine or federal aid to
education these situations involve conflicts of principles and
hence judgments as to which is the more important where my
judgment is involved you are also entitled to yours and while
I1 take a firm zealous stand on the basis of my judgment you
have equal right to your position without my accusing you of
being a latter day saint who has less devotion to your church
than do 1I

finally I1 believe church practice also substantiates the idea
that people can hold opposing political and economic views and
still be good latter day saints itisit is of interest to note that in the
first presidency there are two democrats and one republican
one may argue that they are party members in name only but
in reality hold the same political views this I1 do not believe
especially in light of the fact that not too long ago one of the
counselors to the president was the keynote speaker at the state
democratic party convention
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if members of the first presidency can individually hold
and advocate differing economic and political views I1 believe
members should be able to do the same each member should
be able to and should take a firm stand advocate and vigor-
ously try to persuade others to views resulting from his judg-
ments those with differing views should be able to do the
same thing without abuse accusation social sanction or asper-
sions concerning his worthiness

from either logic or example set by our leaders I1 conclude
that individuals can hold differing economic and political view-
points and still be good latter day saints excepting those few
who maintain very extreme positions

economic power and the constitution
A quarter centurycenturl of change

RICHARD BITNER WIRTHLIN

we have been led to believe this afternoon that the power
of the constitution to secure the individual s right of conscience
represents the divine touchstone of that great document cer-
tainly none of the several objectives stated in the preamble of
the constitution takes precedence over securing the blessings
of liberty to ourselves and to our posterity in fact it could be
cogently argued that the other objectives enunciated in the
preamble to establish justice to insure domestic tranquility
to provide for the common defense and to promote the general
welfare are but inseparable concomitants of that single grand
objective of liberty

in this regard we as latter day saints might appropriately
ask ourselves do economic programs created and adminis-
tered by the government ostensibly designed to insure domestic
tranquility or to provide for the common defense or to pro-
mote the general welfare limit individual liberty to the extent
that we as members of the church should bend every effort to
check and curtail the development of such programs our
answer to this question will determine to a large degree our
role with respect to the constitution
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my contribution to this panel is to provide a factual basis
for a better understanding of the dimension of economic power
of government over the past quarter century as it affects indi-
vidual liberty only after we obtain a view of reality can we
attempt to judge the beneficial or deleterious impact of eco-
nomic power on the individual s right of conscience

one need not look beyond his daily newspaper to find evi-
dence or at least allegations that government economic power
as measured by total government expenditures is expanding at
a tremendous rate it is true that when we use unadjusted or raw
data total government expenditures rose from 15.9159159 billion dol-
lars to 149.81498 billion dollars an increase of 842 per cent in the
quarter century 193619611936 1961 from this and similar statistical

facts it is concluded by some that government power has
seriously encroached upon the sacrosanctity of the individual
but such statistical facts are so superficial that they are virtually
meaningless

in the first place dollar statistics do not take into account
price changes and are emptied of any comparative value when
the price level shifts as significantly as it did in this country
between 1936 and 1961 A 1961 dollar is worth less than half
of a 1936 dollar

in the second place the bald dollar statistics in no way re-
flect the fact that the dimensions of society which government
serves has expanded considerably in the last twenty years pro-
fessor mangum has indicated how the revolutionary process of
industrialization alters the tasks of government in this connec-
tion it should be pointed out that almost a hundred million
more citizens of this nation now live in urban areas than in
1936 proportionately more of the old and more of the young
are now represented in our population than were represented
twenty years ago population itself has increased forty per cent
since 1936

in the third place the size of the total economy is increasing
at an even faster rate than the growth of population thus if
government expenditures adjusted for price and population
changes remained the same over a given period this would
indicate that the relative economic role of government was
shrinking in respect to the entire economy

hence using unadjusted dollar figures to compare present
economic power of government with its magnitude of an earlier
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date must obviously lead to distorted judgments the tremen-
dous margin of distortion can be partially appreciated when we
realize that the 842 per cent increase in unadjusted dollar gov-
ernment expenditure is cut by considerably more than half to
about 287 per cent when the froth of inflation is skimmed out
of the figures the 287 per cent is cut again by half to about
173 per cent when the increasing size of the population is ac-
counted for by taking per capita figures the 173 per cent is cut
by four fifths to 39 per cent when the relative role of govern-
ment is measured in terms of gross national product

thus the increase in government expenditure from 1936 to
1961 shrinks from 842 per cent to 39 per cent when its relative
economic role is considered it should be emphasized that this
latter figure in no way attempts to reflect increases in govern-
ment expenditures generated by advancing urbanization and by
the changing structure of population

but still someone may quite logically argue that there is
much room for concern for individual liberty if the relative
economic role of government as measured by its expenditures
expands by over a third certainly such an argument would be
well taken if this increased governmental economic power rep-
resented the taking over by government the primary means of
production closer examination of the data reveals however
that virtually the entire increase in governmental expenditure
for the period we are considering is attributable to war related
and defense costs does this increase represent a curtailment of
individual liberty this question can best be answered when the
alternatives to increased defense expenditure are considered
what could we now say about individual liberty if this nation
had failed to rise to the terterriblefibletible challenge of totalitarian facismfaciso
of the forties or to the danger of atheistic communism of the
fifties of what significance would the right of conscience
have under a hitler or a khrushchev

when expenditures for wars defense and international
relations are excluded general government expenditures as a
proportion of total gross national product fell from 15.2152152 per
cent in 1936 to 12.4124124 per cent in 1961

am I1 suggesting that government economic activity never
threatens the freedom of the individual not at all for I1 am
firmly convinced that either government ownership of the pri-
mary means of production or massive government regulation
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of the free market would rob us of part of our free heritage I1
am suggesting that the frankenstein monster of governmental
economic power in our age as defined by the dimensions of
gross governmental spending collapses like the punctured bal-
loon of a child when these figures are critically examined

we are a more populous a more wealthy a more urbanized
nation than we were twenty thirty or fifty years ago such
change works for ineluctable change in the economic role as-
sumed by government further this country now faces a foe
that is completely dedicated to our economic and political
downfall and this too imposes its economic burden on the
federal powers

if we refuse to face that challenge on the international
scene if we refuse to provide sufficiently for our aged our
lame our halt despite our opulence because charity was a pri-
vate and not a public matter of concern a hundred years ago
if we refuse to recognize that forced idleness is as abhorrantabhorrentabhorrant
to a free society as forced labor if we refuse to recognize that
mass unemployment is a problem that impinges upon domestic
tranquillity as well as the general welfare and that the national
government possesses monetary and fiscal tools not possessed
by any state or city that can and do alleviate forced idleness
then the constitution of this great land may by default become
but an anachronistic curio in the halls of the kremlin

what then should be the role of the latter day saint with
respect to the constitution

it should be a conservative role in that our deepest loyalty
is to the ideal of liberty to paraphrase james madison we
should support the conferral of power to goernguerngovernmentment only if it
is decided that such power works to the benefit of the public
good if such power must be given we should guard as effec-
tively as possible against the perversion of that power we
should attempt to keep the matter of choice as close to home
as possible all problems that can be solved by the city should
be solved by the city all problems that can be solved by the
state should be solved by the state only those problems that
cannot be solved by the local or state governments or those
problems of a pressing nature that these two lower levels of
government refuse to solve should be of concern to the federal
government
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in addition to being a conservative role the role of the
latter day saint with respect to the constitution should be a
liberal role in that obedience to and the administration of the
laws should be done without prejudice but with compassion
and tolerance with charity and devotion

the role of the latter day saint with respect to the consti-
tution should also be a progressive role in that time change
and the social order continues to evolve until that perfect god
ordained order is established

industrialism and the role of government
in the american economy

GARTH L MANGUM

my contribution to the question before the panel will be an
attempt to put into economic perspective the changing role of
government in the american economy and then relate that role
to the latter day saint and the constitution

to understand that changing role it must be kept in mind
that the united states was born on the eve of the greatest revo-
lution in human history the industrial revolution the agra-
rian society was characterized by stability and self sufficiency
but a low standard of living the industrial society by the inter-
dependence of specialization and exchange large accumulations
of economic power in the individual business firm dependence
on wage and salary income urbanization a rising standard of
living and a rapid rate of economic and technological changes
we still do not fully realize the dramatic nature of this transi-
tion which our nation has experienced but we live daily with
its problems

among the mmanyany myths with which we seem to be bur-
dened is the one that has the U S economy rising to great
wealth and power in an environment of laissez faire A term of
french origin which has come to mean the absence of govern-
ment intervention in the economy and then declining under
pressure of government intervention this myth like many
others will not stand the test of history despite the coincidental
dating of both adam smith s wealth of nations and the dec
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laration of independence in the same year 17177676 laissez faire
did not come to america for another hundred years and then
never completely and only briefly mercantilism extensive
government regulation for promotional purposes was still the
prevailing economic philosophy of the late 18th century

while no one would deny the individual american enter-
priser his central role in american economic development one
must keep in mind that local state and national governments
and foreign sources were the major sources of capital for the
development of the new nation it was ononlyay1y after such promo-
tional intervention had brought development to the point where
private capital accumulation was substantial that the business
community shook off the governmental hand which had sup-
ported it and ushered in the post civil war age of laissez faifefahefairefahajahajaife
until then bounties subsidies franchises tax exemptions
grants of monoplymonolly privilege tariffs government loans govern-
ment stock and bond purchases and other trappings of mercan-
tilism continued their role indeed some were never removed

the post civil war period of minimal though not non-
existent government intervention was shortlivedshort lived by the time
the larger business community felt ready to venture forth from
the nest of government sponsorship small businessmen and
farmers were becoming aware that government was not the
only possible threat to their freedom attempts in the 1870 s

and 1880 s to control accumulations of economic power in pri-
vate hands began a longtermlong term regulatory trtrendend designed to in-

sure the free market economy against the effects of monoplymonollymonoply
protect consumers and investors from more crass manifestations
of the search for profits and insure the public against some of
the uncertainties of a wealthier but more unstable society

in the new economy of specialization and exchange the
farmers and small businessmen felt themselves to be at the
mercy of the railroad s transportation monoplymonollymonoply the result was

first state regulation and then the interstate commerce act of
1887 three years later the same farmer small business alliance
was successful in winning the passage of the sherman anti-
trust act but they were never strong enough to get it enforced

during the next decade the sensational exposesexpos&s of the food

preparation and patent medicine industries by the muck

rackers led to passage of the pure food and drug act re-
current money panics particularly that of 1907 brought into
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being the federal reserve system in 1913 the same year saw
the cumulation of a forty year fight for an income tax again at
the behest of the farmer small business coalition now being
augmented by the rising power of the new industrial working
class the following year saw the passage of the clayton anti-
trust act unsuccessfully designed to reverse the supreme
court s negation of the sherman act the 1920 s brought the
federal power commission the federal communications com-
mission and special legislation to aid the chronically ill agri-
cultural industry all of this presaging a quickening of the
trend to government activity in the economy during the 1930 s

the new shift was in the direction of increased govern-
mental concern for the welfare of the individual the hallmarks
are familiar to us all government concern for maintaining a
high level of employment and a guarantee of at least a mini-
mum of economic security in the form of unemployment com-
pensationpensation and old age and survivor s insurance during these
same years another of the phenomena of industrialization was
occurring the industrial labor force disturbed by the unilateral
rule making of their employers was attempting against great
odds to organize for participation in the rule making process
here too government played a role generally opposing or-
ganized labor until 1932 taking a briefly laissez faire position
in the labor market until 1935 and swinging to a promotional
role thereafter something was happening which the marxiansmartiansMarx ians
thought impossible the problems of industrialism were being
solved not perfectly but adequately within the context of a
free democratic society with a private enterprise economy

what is the constitutional role of government in our econ-
omy this depends on one s view of the constitution to state
the question somewhat unfairly Is the constitution to be an
obstacle to the solution of social and economic problems or
does it just establish a framework within which problems are
to be solved while individual liberty and the general welfare
are maintained the constitution says surprisingly little about
economics congress has the power to coin money and regulate
the value thereof tax for the common defense and general
welfare impose tariffs and regulate foreign and interstate
commerce internal tariffs are forbidden private property can
be taken for public use but due process of law must be followed
and just compensation paid the actual type of an economic
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system and its adjustment to changing problems was left to a
pragmatic solution though preference for a diffusion of po-
litical power also suggests a bias toward the diffusion of eco-
nomic decision making available in a private enterprise
economy

the founding fathers were practical men they must have
known that government by the consent of the governed is the
instrument by which men pursue collectively the goals they
cannot or do not care to attain individually they knew they
lived in a changing world and they wrote into their document
provisions for change to meet changing problems their pur-
pose was not to prevent the people from meeting the problems
of future ages but to insure careful consideration before the
change and through checks and balances prevent a single in-
terest group from running away with the machinery of govern-
ment

the remarkable aspect of the constitution it seems to me
is the flexibility with which it has met the tremendous prob-
lems of the transition I1 have described to have denied the
constitution this flexibility would have been the surest way to
destroy it god s instructions to noah in his shipbuilding enter-
prise are of little value in building atomic submarines yet the
bible is not out of date neither is the constitution but we
must now apply those just and holy principles to new prob-
lems government can be but is not necessarily a threat to
individual liberty poverty lack of opportunity and accretions
of economic and political power in private hands can threaten
individual liberty as well government wisely used can protect
the individual from these other threats to his liberty

even the strictest model of a free market economy must
allow for a public sector to satisfy collective wants such as

national defense which cannot be met by private enterprise
there is another area of quasi collective goods such as educa-
tion which produce social benefits over and above the private
benefits only the private benefits can be sold in the market
place the welfare of society will be diminished unless the
social benefits are supplied by public provision or subsidy of
the service the technical nature of some production processes
require the productive unit to be so large that the restraining
hand of competition is not available these natural monopolies
require either public regulation or public ownership and since
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the normal market forces are not available the differences
between them are not great

modern fiscal and monetary policies can be used to promote
a high level of economic activity and employment without inter-
fering directly with the functioning of the market mechanism
thus the wastes of underutilizationunder utilization of resources and the high
human costs of unemployment can be reduced within the frame-
work of private enterprise and free individual economic de
cisioncasion making unemployment insurance insures the industrial
worker against the temporary dislocations of technological
change and change in consumer demand as well as his own
freedom of occupational choice smaller families high mo-
bility the disappearance of the extended family unit and the
sharp cutoffcut off date of retirement from industrial employment
rather than the gradual retirement of the aged in agriculture
have made the costs of aging a charge upon society

government regulation can be used to promote competition
and enhance the functioning of the free market economy it
can be used to intervene in the market to protect the consumer
the investor or natural resources against an occasional excess
of avarice unfortunately government regulation can also be
used to interfere with the market on behalf of special interest
groups whether they be farmers businessmen or organized
labor also unfortunately we seem to have an overdeveloped
notion of the efficiency of legislation as a solver of problems
and a reluctance to accept the results of private decision
making yet the answer is not elimination of government regu-
lation but the wise and restrained use of regulation

in our own rather peculiar form of government another
question must be asked not only do we have to decide whether
to solve problems publicly or privately but our federal system
requires a decision as to which level of government shall supply
any particular service there is real value in my opinion in

handling local problems locally and national problems na-
tionallytionally part of the trend toward increasing centralization is a
result of the increasing interdependence of our society unf-

ortunately it is also in part a result of failure to handle local
problems at the state and local level in our society we have a
few people who would like government to do nothing and a
few who would like government preferably federal to do
everything but most of us are only concerned with finding a
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solution to social problems the surest way to insure govern-
ment intervention is to refuse to solve privately problems which
could be solved in the private sector of the economy the surest
way to insure federal intervention is to refuse to handle local
problems through the machinery of local government

what should be the attitude of latter day saints toward
the constitution in 1962 1I am authorized to speak only for
one latter day saint and I1 m not even prepared to claim divine
origin or bear testimony of his views however it seems to me
there are two possibilities one can insist that the constitution
must be interpreted exactly as it was interpreted in 1789

though most latter day saints who take this view seem more
enamored with the social darwinist interpretations of 1889
and refuse to face any social problem which was not existent
and being faced in george washington s day one who does
so can expect to contribute no more than amusement and mild
exasperation to his age on the other hand one may choose to
face the problems of his time and help in the search for a solu-
tion which is compatible with the just and holy principles of
the individual liberty human dignity and freedom of con-

sciencescience



book review
the diary of james 1 strougstrongstrangstranz deciphered transcribed introduced and

annotated by mark A strang with a foreword by russel B
nye east lansing michigan state university press 1961
xivxlv7878 ppap 3755753.75375

over a hundred years ago in july of 1856 james jesse
strang self styled mormon prophet and king of beaver island
died at the hands of assassins but one of the curious if minor
phenomena of american history is that his ghost like that of
banquobanquot will not rest again and again it has returned to
haunt historians to ask them who he was and what motivated
him to establish his version of the kingdom of god on earth
many of the questions about strang s enigmatic but fascinating
life have been answered and yet admits one of his biograph-
ers in seeking for the deepest truth of strang s character I1
may have erred this deepest truth we will perhaps never
know for much of what was buried in strang s mind is now
forever buried inin his grave but thanks to the indefatigable
and painstaking efforts of mark A strang a grandson of king
james historians are now permitted additional glimpses into
the mind of a man whomho was the founder of the first schismatic
group in mormon history

an earlier version of this diary was published by milo M
quaife in the kingdom of saint james A narrative of the
cormonsmormons new haven 1930 but quaife who made a num-
ber of serious mistakes in his transcription failed to crack the
private cipher which strang had used to guard his most intimate
thoughts and actions from the eyes of possible future readers
mr mark strang has succeeded in deciphering the code and
is now for the first time publishing the diary fully transcribed
and corrected it isis to be regretted however that strang only
recorded the events of his life from 1831 to 1836

this record reveals a young man torn between heaven and
earth between the world of dreams and reality his overriding
ambition occasionally stops little short of delusions of grand-
eur 1 I have spent the day in trying to contrive some plan of
obtaining in marriage the heir to the english crown it is a
a difficult business for me but I1 shall try if there is the least
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chance my mind has allwaysalaways been filled with dreams of
royalty and power at other times he dreams about nature
and its benevolent spirit in an almost visionary manner only
to return to earth by proclaiming 1I1 am a perfect atheist
he is an able debater and shows a strong concern for public
affairs the nullification controversy arouses within him great
anxiety about the future of the united states but he has
one consolation if our government is overthrown some
master spirit may form another may I1 be the one I1 tremble
when I1 write but it is true he reads walter scott and con-
cludes that if scott s fame came from his writing who could
not be great I1 have better writing among the latter he
counts the age of reason by tom paine and blackstone s
commentaries the diary thus reveals strang as a dreamer
who was also enough of a realist to accomplish some of his
dreams some time since took a resolution which I1 now sol-
emnly confirm to be a priest a lawyer a conqueror until
I1 find better business perhaps mormonism was this better
business that he used his membership in the church he was
baptized in 1844 by joseph smith himself to further these
ambitions is a matter of history

the grandson editor s own exegesis which fills some twenty
odd pages of introduction and numerous footnotes is an at-
tempt to correct a view which stamps 11 one of the world s

great thinkers and teachers as overly ambitious biography
understandably lends itself more to adumbrations of the
hagiographer than other areas of history but this does not
excuse the editor from painting halos true milo quaife s
incorrect transcription made some of strang s statements appear
more ambitious and selfish than intended the most glaring
example is quaife s misreading of ignorant for eager
which completely reverses the meaning of a sentence but to
claim as the editor does that the image of strang s character
for the last thirty years has largely rested on this error is an
exaggeration to say the least yet even if one grants distortion
and misinterpretation to quaife and those that follow him the
editor s overemphasis on strang s resolve to devote his life
to the service of mankind backfiresbackfires and dissolves in irony
for a reading of the diary as a whole reveals that its tone is
not so much set by strang s desire to serve but by his overriding
ambition and none other than the editor himself is responsrespens
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ible for the necessity of a new interpretation of strang s char-
acter that will show the king of beaver island even more am-
bitious than his biographers to date have made him out for
almost all of the numerous passages in cipher with the ex-
ception of those dealing with strang s amours are recordings
of his secret dreams of ambition and power it is thus only
unfortunate that the editor instead of leaving the record to
speak for itself has distracted from the excellence of his other-
wise superior job of editing by succumbing to ancestor worship
the same bias can be found in an otherwise excellent annotated
bibliography which serves as a helpful introduction to the
vast literature on james strang

klaus hansen
wayne state university
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